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notes and references used in the A.S.A. monographs. Communications
should be addressed to the Journal Editors, Institute of Social
Anthropology, 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.
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production of this issue especially Maryon Macdonald.

MALTHUS AND FORMAL ANALYSIS

A CAUTIONARY TALE

The remarks which compose this paper are the result of speculatton
upon a problem that is all too familiar: how is it. that published
arguments which can readily be shown to be inaccurate~ and logically
unnecessary, nonetheless exercise considerable influence over generations
of students? The example of Malthus's writings on population sugge9ts
itself in part because it is a notorious and familiar case to most
students of human populations, but also because it seems particularly
applicable to present anthropological .environs. Of course no claim
can be made for the generality of a single case, nor can I pretend to
point up all the troubling aspects of the problem.
.
In approaching this example in a short paper, several methods
of examination may be ruled out from the start. For instance, it
does not seem helpful to attribute the character of Malthus's argum~nt
and the ways it has been read to external forces influencing his or
his readers' analyses - say, economic conditions in capitalist soci~ties,
which have given partisan support to his version of political economy 
simply because this requires further enquiry and extensive invasion of
social .history and historical materialism. I do not doubt that· economic
factors can be considered determinant, but an approach in these terms
has the effect of sUbstituting for our immediate prob~em a much larger
one. It might be pointed out that these approaches have not resolved
the problem in any case; besides, there are tidier ways of addressing
the issue which do not commit .us to systems which have already engaged
Malthus in debate with little effect.
.
Nor does it seem helpful to posit an underlying logic to his
argument, an abstract structure which has been found 'good to think'.
Recourse to logical possibility, to relational notions such as symmetry,
complementarity and transitivity, .or to more elaborate. structural models,
is sometimes a useful thinking stage in understanding social phenom~na.
Again, there is no doubting that such structures can be posited, and
that they bear some fundamental relation.to the nature of the human mind,
social order etc.
But these are age old matters of speculation, and
what we are interested in are certain tiresome features of precisely
this sort of activity. The artificiality of posited underlying logics,
forms or structures has certain effects, which are by now notorious, on
the products of analysis. Since these have some relevance to my example,
a few of them may be listed.
(.-(i) The most visible problem arising from attention to formal
methods is the prominence of finished products of analysis - elaborate
terminological tables, statistical tables, lists of oppositions, flow
diagrams, and the like- which, within anthropology, has been particularly
fancied by ethnoscientists and 'high' structuralists. Given eomple:;x:
and manifold social meterials, these are often necessary devices, as
those better known users of structural methods, statisticians, have
long maintained. Anthropological formal studies show the same tendency
. 's quantitative applications to make these devices the end of analysis
rather than contributory means. It is interesting to ask why these
finished products hold such fascin?tion.
(ii) Interest in underlying structures carries with it morpholo
gical postulates: elementary forms, atoms, essences, relations, principles,
properties - in short, the final or empty posits which often go into or
are the results of the tables. There is an expectation that these
.
cavities will be filled up with etlmographic contents; in this wayan
analytical separation of structure and meaning, or structure and function,
is effected. There is an inevitable tendency for these posits to become
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real, so that it becomes. necessary, for example, to reaJind anthropolog
ists that terminologies cannot be used to predict the actions of the
individuals to which, in a given context, they refer. This is a
fate which has aJet many useful posits, including Chomsky's 'transformat
ions', Kuhn's paradigms', demographers' 'projections', and so forth.
Like the tables, these posits are necessary to manage social materials,
yet it seems impossible to keep their analytic status from being taken
as merely descriptive.
(iii) This problem has infected formal analysis itself; that
is, the way these analyses are carried out. Th~ impress:l.on often
given by writers using these. metho~s is that formal analysis is something
separable from meaning, function, indeed, from language~ This is .
undoubtedly encouraged by the tabular displays, illld, particularly
in the case of numerical analyses, by the fact that many sequences of
elision, approximation, and equation have no direct social analogues.
In any case, the selection, manipulation, and interpretation of posits
inevitably involves conventions for reading them. This aspect· of
analysis has not received attention in anthropology, which again marks
the similarity of anthropology to other fields in which structural
methods are characteristically applied. It may be nrgued that formal
analysts seriouslY'misrepresent the practice of these methods insofar
as t~ey portray their application as occupying a rarified domain in
which rigid procedures are brought to bear on reduced forms, a domain
divorced from semantics and . things ethnographical.
.
(iv) One of the effects of this hyperformalism (we may as well
give it an ugly name) is that the work of formal analysts is continually·
being misunderstood. We may express this as the combined effect of
points (ii) and (iii): on the One hand,the unaware or uncritical may
read the course of events into formal Classifications; on the other,
anthropologists will inevitably talk about formal relations with
reference to ethnographic contexts. ThiEl is especially clear in
kindred formal subjects like demography,in which the professional
will dnny that a population 'projection' is a prediction of population
changes over a given future IJeriod. Vihy,then, does he engage in this
exercise, and why do governments, corporations, journalists and fellow
demographers then talk Cl.bout these future states in realistic terms?
How else could they talk about ther.1, except in terms·of liqguistic·
conventions which express the future as a continuation of the present,
in which specified similar events are likely to occur? Anthropologists,
also, interpret formal relations using substantive terms, either in
referringto particular social situations, or in the comparison of
societies·which happen to share classificatory forms. This is
analagous to the demographer's predicament. Rather than modify terms 
eog.'projection' for 'prediction' :.. anthropologists seem to prefer
to live with their familiar notions enclosed in inverted commas,
under the maxim that 'of course no such things exist'. Whether this
is an adequate defence against the whole waJ language is used in the
development and subsequent discussion of analytic terms remains to be
seen.
(v) Formal analysis involves characteristic ways of reading
abstracted forms which are not entirely controlled by the analyst, and
prohably cannot be. The suggestion of (iv) is that there is much to
formal analysis that analysts db not admit. There is also inevitably
much more in some analyses than·the analysts suspect. Formal methods
are not and cannot be simply representational devices; they lay down
their own special orders, they change things, they carry with them their
own informal glosses and self~emending procedures. By pointing out
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that this is-nat-simply a matter of abstractness or reduction, we
can at least identify the fantasy of purity (or perhaps merely
cleanliness) which often surrounds formal enalyses. The formalist
renounces language, at least at one stage of analysis, in favour of
logical possibility, or a notation, or a calculus -,which is only to
say that he agrees not to examine the linguistic effects of what he
is doing. For in subsequent applications he may talk about his
formal oonstructionswilly-nilly, his object by this time being fully
formed, and it can be little surprise that it seems eminently
applicable to the world as we ordinarily describe it.
(vi) Finally, we can draw the implication of points (iv) and
(v): recourse to formal methods, to structures; is a way of changing
the world. The interest. gained by a particular formulation is a
consequence of the particular combination of inclusions and exclusions
it performs. Its interest also lies in the means it provides of
aligning previously diverse·forms. In short, it encourages new and
programmatic means of overdetermination. The history of the application
of these methods is enough to assure us of this: the use of registration
techniques in the Victorian social reforms of the 1830's through 1870's;
Clerk-Maxwell's application of probability to mechanics in·thesame
period; . a similar but later application to biology by writers such as
Pearson or Lotka; Saussure's early linguistic structuralism; and so
forth.Sui..::61yit is no acciden+: that when Leach, himself trained as an
engineer, wahted people to rethink anthropology, he used his Malinowski
lecture as an advertisement for formal, structural methods?
To return to Malthus, the present interest of his argument has
to do with its construction, how it works at once logically and as a
rhetorical device, laying dOvm patterns of inclusion and exclusion
for all those who would traverse the same or similar topical ground.
In the form and content of his analysis we shall see simultaneity
and not difference. Of course Malthus is not ordinarily considered a
formalist, indeed his work appeared just prior to theinstitutionali
zation of these methods in social studies. I find this prio:r'ity
helpful, for it enables me to fit my argument to a known historical
sequence. If forms are carried in langua[~e, or language is used
in discussing them when t~3Y are for certain purposes separated from
language, we should consider formal analysis the natural combination
of these as they are used. Malthus is useful here because his method
is expressly arithmetic - ioe. a ,part of ordinary language which is
also embodied in notation and forms the basis for linguistic and
non-linguistic speculation. His argument may thus be dissected, and
yet the forms remain content-laden. We can then introduce examples
from the period immediately following Malthus's writings which mark
the entry of institutionalized hyperformalism into secial study,
through the work of the Registrar-General's Office from its inception
in 1837.
To direct these issues to the opening question: the specific
interest of this case is to show the way in which the unattended
reading of linguistic forms into supposedly ultimate and purely
formal ones is not only systematically misleading, but a powerful,
persuasive, and not entirely conscious rhetorical device with far
reaching effects.

The openint; paragraph to Malthus t s A Summary View of the:
Principle of Population states the well known numerical principle
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upon which his argument is based:
In taking a view of animated nature, we cannot fail to be
struck with a prodigious power of increase in plants and
animals. Their capacity in this respect is, indeed, almost
infinitely various, according with the endless variety of
the works of nature, and the different purposes which they
seem appointed to fulfil. But whether they increase
slowly or rapidly, if they increase. by seed or generation,
their natural tendency must be to increase in a.geomet
rical ratio, that is, by multiplication; and at whatever
rate they are increasing during anyone perioct,if no
further obstacles be opposed to them, they must
proceed in a geor.1etrical progression
(1953: 119).
Malthus's object of attention, 'increase', is at once a natural capacity,
a principle, and the series of social products which both of these yield.
It is the specific character and operation of this simultaneity which
is at issue. Merely by identifying 'increase' with 'progression'
Maltbus sets in motion an arithmetic apparatus of interpretation, for
the ;i.ncreasemay vary only by its· rate of pregress, according to
the 'obstacles' or limits which arithmetic series inevitably have ..
Even infinity is a practical limit,whether as the impossibility of end
less counting,. or as a limit to internal continuity, in the form of
irrational n~~bers. It is common knowledge that populations cannot
grow infinitely large, and a popular misconception that population
declines are usually due to deaths. Malthus's arithmetic provides
him with away of showing that these extremes converge long before any
question of infinity arises. His method consists of a repetitive
application of the concepts of 'series'; 'rate', 'limit', and
'convergence'~

. 'By the laws of nature man cannot live without food' (1953: 143).
Toward this limit possible and actual increases of two series,
population· and food production, advance and converge. First, the food
series: the phenomenal growth of population in the Unit:ed States in
the late 18th century provides Malthus with a case in which actual
increase approximates to geometric potential. This establishes the
factuality of multiplication in conditions of food production which
permit it; but as fertile territory is limited, and gradually being
used up, increased use of less fertile land becomes necessary, and
the rate of increase in food production must gradually diminisho
Malthus . argues that even if agricultural production in settled areas
were to double - that is, increase faster than he conceived possible 
the limit would nonetheless be reached. In this way Malthus is able
to use the upper and lower limits of possibility in place of data on
declining agricultural produce; fact is manufactured out of a formula
for the limits of possibility.
Note that the limits on the rate are natural ones e.g. the
fertility of the soil. Social limits on population, Malthus argues,
operate only through natural ones, speeding or slowing the convergence
of the two series. For example,unequal distribution of property
lessens the rate of increase: both luxury (land set aside for h~nting,
non-productive expenditure, lack of attention to proper management}
and the small capital return on less productive land have the effect of
taking land out of cultivation and thus reducing the demand for labour.
This premature fall in profits and the check on cultivation increasingly
enforce the limitation of population by decreasing wages and subsistence o
Good government has the opposite effect: it means that more and more
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people are able to work and survive and produce offspring; but this
merely slows down the operation: of the check on subsistence, by
delaying the point at which the ultimate limits begin to be reached o
It allows more and more people to live on the margins of subsistenceo
The moral of both of these contentions is plain: privilege is not
responsible for the condition of the poor, either in' numbers or
physical conditions
The argument provided ammunition'against the
poor laws, since it meant that relief could never solve the problems
of the poor, for the ,poor would only use the benefits to produce
more and more offspringo. His mode of argument proceeds, then,by
adding to the original series of population and subsistence further
parallel series: luxury, property, poverty, administration of the
poor, popular morality, proper moral attitudes to the pooro Indeed,
Malthus' sargument enjoins puritanical rigour in the face of an
'increase' whose inevitability can only be a sour-ceof increasing
pessimismo . Hence th~ famous 'checks' onpopulation:.misery, vice
and moral, restrainto
0

It appears that the evils arising from the principle
of population are exactly· of the same kind as the
evils .arising from the excessive or 'irregular gratification
of the human .passions in general " and may equally be
avoided by moral restraint. Consequently, there can
be no more reason· to 'conclude,from the existence of
these evils, that the principle of increase is too
'. strong, than to conclude, frdm the existencedf the
vices arising from the human passions, that these
passions are all' t.oostrong, and 'require diminution or
extinction; inst.ead of regulation and direction
(1953:180).

The objective in describing this arithmetic order is not to
establish an underlying or ,implicit :formal structure to Malthus's
argument; that would encourage the view that for the moral content
with which the structure is filled we must look elsewhere - to
political economy,tocontemporary theology, etc o Such a separation
of syntax and semantics is unnecessary, aside from being artificialo
The terms of this verbal arithmetic are not mere place-holders;
not only do 'many' and 'increase' take a special meaning from the'
configuration in which they are applied, they admit of modification
of evident overtones- , too many', "prodig:iPus increase' and so
fortho Whatever the political, moral or other influences upon
writers in this period, there can be no doubt that the arguments :
were worked out in the process of their writing, according ,to.these
devices o This established characteristic patterns for generally
available evaluative terms, as in the above. quotation: 'exc'essive',
'irregular', 'too strong', 'diminution', 'extinction', 'regulation!,
'direction'o
We can be impressed with the machinery of Malthus's argument
even if its effects are.unpleasing o The series of series give consistent
logical and persuasive form ·to his economic, moral and material
predilections; all of his arguments move as one, despite the fact
·that they.are rather different sorts of argument, involving terms
and ideas with very different ranges of meaningoBut this over
determination; this reiter.ation of fact with fantasy and fantasy with
fact, is not merely a matter of a oontent-laden morphologyo One
of its characteristic features is that it is not worked out ,in full;
for example, there is no need for Malthusto detail the serial effects
of God's will or of improprieties he finds scarcely.mentionable:
The remaining checks of the preventative kind, are,the
sort of intercoursewhichrenderssome.of the women
of large towns unprolific; a general corruption of
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morals with regard, to the sex', which has similar, effect;
mmaturo.l passions and improper'artsto'prevent the
consequences of irregular connections:. These evidently
come under the- head of vice (1953: 153).
The verbal arithmetic at. some· indefinable poiritbecomes an effective
whole ,and may speak \vi th the authority. of s6.cial' convention.
Thus, in addition to,conteht ...lad,en- serial form, there are
procE;dures,one might evensaypr,edatory .procedures, which have- to
do withflexibility,of the argument, its ability to. eXpand or
contract 'in order to make its diverse points. Most of.these seem
to be 'umost' processes .-ways :.of saying that one socialf'act. can'
effeGtively be taken for another. A numb'er of examples have. already
been provided: historical cases of population growth· approach the'
limits of possibility, the natural growth potential, the dictates of
the principle of population, and may be taken as proof of them;
conversely, the limits of the possible may be used to manufacture the
actual, where no data are available • There are ,further; .0. ,whole
range of terms employedby:Malthus to glolls elements he wishes, to
consider ·togethe,r'" 'tendency' , 'expectation', 'estimation',' '
'assumption', 'de,du:ction '.,' resemblance ',•. The procedure of comparing
facts and figures from qifferent are'as, "collected ,in different ways,
brings together· on a 'more-or~less' (basis, diverse'elements' which
can be used for; similar purposes. That is, the,yturn 'ilUmost'or
'effectively' into 'the se:me:as'cir '_is', a shift inevitably forgotten
whenever evidence is later' produced.::This elision is a regular'
feature of the li{ay objects are constructed by discourse; i t is one of
those techniques by which a given unit, for purposes of discussion,
is taken as a coherent total, even though it is, rather, totalizing.
These 'tendencies' thus serve both the 'purpose of 'approximation and,
by injuriction, of,'equivalerice. Thieie only to assert that the
characteristics of read!ing;alsoaffect the reading. of formal arguments:
ordinary practices of reading l'egislate misreadings, insofar as the
manifold 'almosts' , .with ,their varying ref.erences to varying kinds
of contents, 'are : systematically, erased.
To.returnto the eavlier diagnosis of whlltformalmethods'in
fact entail ,my argumeritthat Mal thus ',s essay is of formal character
comes down to the following features:
. (i) . it, utilizes a certain version of logical possibility or
ultimate relations based.upon the arrarigement;of a few orderirig
concepts.,
:(ii) this involves an immediat~e and' not errtirelycoriscious
readirlg' of language intothes€ forms.
(iii) it lends itself to illustrative and calculative notation
(to which we will refer below).

Another ,notable feature of formalism is that it· lends :itselfto
certain theme,s, in this way: playing a particular ,role in the construction
of a moral:view of the, world;. '. The most noticeable o.f' these· is:
pessimism as to<the inevitable consequences of' the trends identified .
in the application of formal methods. This is accompanied by a sort
of Anglican' ::rigotir: the exhortation to person'al~ arid· moral· resolution
of the trends "in. terms of self-awar'eness and 're!straint.Such an·
individuDl ist:appro nch is obviously naive given the automatic,
partly conscious, and collective nature of the reading processes we
have been discussing.
This globmytheniatic is really a version ,of naturalism applied
to muman society, "and finds strong means of confirrnationin the over
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determ:iJning procedures of formalism. This is easily d-emonstrated
with reference to Malthus's argument, and is an important and
persistent feature of the subsequent use and development of formal
methods in human studies. We have seen how the identification of
population increase as a natural capacity obeying natural laws is
given an elaborate conceptual order in terms of a few serial notions.
This reduction of material limits to logical limits isa powerful
argument· for inevitability. Indeed, without attention to the
specific character of the posited logical limits - that they are one
arrangement of limit notions out of many possible, and that this
arrangement must be read - it is not surprising that a particular
inevitable e:q.d is taken as the end,! This problem evaporates when
it is recogniz.ed that formal analyses are not merely reductive: they
do not treat the essence of the n1;ltural world,but certain convent
ionalizations of it.
This view of inevitability also has considerable and conservative
effects upon what is regarded as possible in human studies. Part
icular limit.configurations are taken not only as definitions of the
possible, materially and/or logically,they seem also to embody
the limits of the expressible. This is, again, due to the practice of
surreptitiously reading language into arbitrarily selected natural
and logical possibilities. In this way the limits of the currently
expressible seem to subsume both what can exist and what it is
possible·to express. This is really a tautological movement in
which current conventions are used to confirm that reality is
subsumed by those few posits with :which analysis now happens
to begin ..
The appearance of-this combination of hyperformalism-naturalism
personal moralism-pessimism is worth noting since it is one in which
it is still possible to become trapped. The trap, as we have said,
is an illusion which disappears once the conventional nature of
posited structures and the way they are read is carefully examinedi
onee, that is, a realistic idea of the practice of formal methods is
introduced. The human sciences since Malthus's time have witnessed a
considerable number of expressions of this thematic. To take one
dispersion: Darwin derived his concept of natural selection, from a
reading of Malthus; the moral implications of the ruthless competition
of individuals in nature made a forcible impression on the late
19th century; the statistical bases of selection then received formal
treatment as a project of eugenics, and appeared as part of a series
entitled 'Studies in National Degeneration'; and the subsequent
biomathematical and demographic uses of these formal methods have
advertised first the supposed imminent threat of depopulation of the
western world, and now the over-population of the world as a whole~
There is not room in a b.rief paper for a thorough explication of
these instances. Instead I shall concentrate on the influence of
Malthus·'s formalism upon some of those writers who tried to respond
directly to· his argument. This enables a description of the procedures
by which formal methods such as verbal arithmetic come to be notated,
and something of the influence of this upon reading procedures.
It is some comfort, given the excesses to which naturalistic hyper
formalism has tended, to note that the course of institutional and
technical development of formalism is not dependent upon it, but
answers to a number of themes in any given period.
Alison's The Principles of Population is typical of early
criticisms of Malthusin that it mostly adjusts the verbal arithmetic
to fit an alternative and more hopful set of trends.Thi.'.S. Alis.oo..ao.cepts the
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essentiality of 'increase', but rearranges the related series so
that the total effects are positive. He notes that in the period in
which Malthus was writing the agricultural population was declining,
yet it prdduc'edmore and more food. The subsistence series answers,
as Mlilthus noted, to the movement of capital and the demand for
labour; and while this does decrease the land under cultivation, and
the number of labourers, the investment of capital in machinery, '
trade and management increases productivity. vJhile increased food'
production is aocomplished with less labour, the desire to accumulate
capital am(jngthe upper and middle' classes stimulates the demand
for +abour in industry, while regulating wages and thus limiting the
numb~rs of offspring that may be supported.
Alison's world is one
in which there are more and more well-to-do who gradually come to
have less children. ' The working classes are simply well-behaved.
Increased reason, foresight, property and luxury win out over a
decline in animal instincts and in the various vices Malthus
emphasized.
Other w:dters, for exomple, Edmonds, Lloyd, and Sadler, also
responded by describing various arrangements of increase and
decrease, according to different moral, political,economic and other
assumptions. No one of their writings ever replaced Malthus's as the
focuq' of debate, or as the argument to be refuted. The polemical
effects of Malthus's verbal arithmetic remained decisive over their
factual corrections, and over the alternative arithmetic logics they
put forward. For as long as his commentators confined themselves to
suggesting alternatives, they continued the debate on the ground
Malthus had set out. The closure achieved by Malthus's argument was
very effective: the authority it established in the simultaneity of
its formal method - at once the limits of nattir'e and of logical
possibility, at oncea law and a sequence of events - was never
questioned. Indeed this authority must have seemed unavoidable
since other options were practically inconceivable. For example,
while the need for data on population was recognized, neither the
institutions nor the theory for its collection were in place;
conclusive refutation could not be accomplished merely by citing a
few different facts from Malthus's, when what was required was a '
superior basis for factuality. Appeal to an alternative logical
authority was excluded since it amounted to a denial of arithmetic.
In a situation in which comparable data cannot be entirely
agreed upon, and authority is ,subsumed in arguments whose reading
processes remain invisible, those arguments which take up extreme
posit:j.ons' have an advantage. They act most completely on the
authoritative premises which the chosen formalism lays down as
ultimately valid. In short, t:hey read limit conditions as such.
There is a sense in which writers such as Malthus, who appear to
originate and monopolize formalisms in this way, have said all there
is to say about the'particular logical construction they have laid,
upon the world. Under thoso circumstances there is little option
but to ignore the debated terrain, and work on something else o
This was in fact exactly what happened in the mid-nineteenth century,
for the· interest in and requirements for formal methods extended
far beyond the one version Malthus presented.
What appeared was a theory of data, embodied in numerical forms
and a calculus, with conventionalized reading procedures, and pUblic
(usually governmental) institutions. In the field of population,
this involved medical, actuarial, and political authorities, and took
the form of vital statistics, institutionalized in the office of the
Registrar General. However, the broad dispersion of applied and
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theore.tical methematical discourses .in the middle of the last century,
of which the Office was a small part, is not well understood a This
distribution can be recognized superfiCially in a list of new famqiDr
names, in a variety of fields: Bernard, Boole, Q\ntor, Clerk-Maxwel~,
D~dekind, Farr, Jevons, Louis, Mill; Quetelet. 'The despersioncloubtJ,ess
has a great deal to do with our notions of fact,' evidence, formalimn,
and s~lcntificity, whether or not our formal methods are explicitly
mathematical a It remains a curious fact about anthropology that
anthropologists do not take the time to 'Understand the historical
and cultural specificity of the scientific methods and perspectives
they employ.
Malthus's formal method was basically ignored in the formulatiqn
of registration systems, and while the data and procedures produced,
in this new social formalism were used on occasion to comment upon
Malthus, this was never more thana scathing backward glance.
Writers such as Malthus and Alison merely used statistics to
illustrate their argument; discuss:LoIiof increases was repeated in
tables in which lists of numbers grew and grew~ The Registrar
General'S Office, however, utilized life tables, and thereby'
generalized actuarial techniques by applying them to thElnational
data which the Office was for the first time collecting. For the
purposes of the present discussion, three features of the method
of the Office may be noted. Firat; authority was invested i~the
collection of data, that is in aspeciaily constructed multi-:.'
dimensional object which represented events in the' w o r l d . " "
Language was read into this'objec-tin the same way - if much more,
elaborately - as it was into the more simple de'V'ice .of increase.,.'"
The basic change was that the central formal notion became that"
of aggregate or population; the series and series of series were
arranged in the form of a grid rather than of parallel and,converge nt
sequences. Thus, increases or decreases in numbers were localized
geographically, and distributed by age, sex, occupation, marital
status; thase were arranged, in turn, in various comb inatiohe, such
as age at marriage, population density, mortality and birth order.
Second, the compilation and manipulation of these aggregates
involved an idea of calculation which was both a mathemati:cal
operation and a reading or glossing procedure including operations
such as standardization, averaging, correlation and interpolation.
The products of analysis included units which introduced', reordered,
or specialized linguistic usage, ,such as distinctions between,
.
'probable duration of life' Eind 'e:lq)ectation of' life' ,which,were .
distinguished simply by mode of calculationo
Finally, the procedures of the Office and the authority i t
constituted were conducive to a varietyo£ social themes. This
was mpart due to the constitution of its form,alauthority,a,s
the instrumentation of science, rather than as fixed laws which
it hoped or professed to reveal. The Reports of the Registrar
General's Office: proVided a basis for public health reform, part
icularly in diagnosing the.spread of epidemic, diseases 'such as
cholera, and were used as evidence of social conditions by writers
as diverse as Chadwick, Cobden, Gladstone, Engels and Marx o
While this sketch of an early formal method is quite ,inadequate
to its object, which deserves archaeological consideration, it helps
tocomplete·the tale of the influence of Malthus's forimaJ..'methodo It
reminds us of the conventiohalityoI formal methods and the need to
recognize that t·hey obtain their purpos'es and limits in particular
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historical instaJ;1ces. Fo;rmal, methods may appear to ,give exhaustive
·a.ccounts ofa certain range of possibility, and this enclosure is'
eriforcedby the simultaneity of its posits; their readings, the
"ways in which the construction seems to .exclude or subsume other
possible construc,tions,· an.d the moral themes that are sometimes used
tod~scribe them.
The analyticaldev.elopment of formal methods,
while Bhowin,gapreference for certain thematic interpretations, varies
independently' of· them. ' At· t};J.epoint at ,Vihichthe various means of,
closure seem to leave t,he, method lit~le ~cope for operation, while they
IIn.1~c
every effort to foreclose other options, and further, by
mean~ of a thematic, pretend to speak for fundamental limits of
know;Ledge, there is little choice but to recqgnize the historical
limits of this closure, the'oonsiderable scop~ of ,formal developments
elsewhere,and the continU:Ul::_ presence of a wide range of practical,
problems which very ,1i~ely require form~means for their solution.
Unfortunately, while :it is possi'ble to turn one's back on. entrenched
formulations, there is nothtng to k~ep them frommaintaining:and
promoting,the'ir ,favourite. double binds,no:r to keep. them from, later
'rediscovery". As, nearly; 150 years of exhumation of Malthus have'
showp, dead systems canl-ive long and infamous ,lives.. ..
.
Why, then, do certain known bad, argumentl;lr:emain compelling?
The short· answer, is that people' do not attend to . the ir own or
others' use of method as a practice which.constructsa certain view
of th~world. ,Put another way, methods contain reading procedures
whicJ:v,by their simul-taneity, "very. effective+.y keep questions about
thei:r rhode of: o,peration from ever -being raised•.
,In discussing Malthus we have produced something of a recipe
for the construction of the operation of formal methods. This
requires separ.ating:four ;ingredients:
(1) . posits or basic concepts of method which are at once
structural and content laden.
(ii) the reading procedures by which these concepts are
overdetermined.
(iii) effects of notation •
. .,,(iv) polemical themes.
~t seems quiteimpos&ible to perform this separation independently
of the historical' instance's in which given· formal methods were
made sensible .. ; Of course, drawing out elements in this way is
itself a simultaneous procedure, \\lith its own characteristic forms
of closure. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to trace the extent
to which the independent ,experime:l'\;s of anthropologists with formal
methods have onlyre-invented forms such as thecombinatioJ;l (hyper
formalism-naturalism",:,personal m,orali/:?m-pessimism) we h~:l.Veparticuiarly
called attention to.
'. '
".
.

- Final,ly, restating the problem in this wfl'Y enables us to
recognize certain limits implicit in the question as originally.
asked.; Pla;i.nly this if;! a question that is likely to be asked' from
within an enclosure such as we have described, and accordingly
it takes on something of the character of this enclosure. In
particular, it isa personal,quee;tion, with definite moral.overtones
of,: good and evil.Ou» recipe runs counter to merely personal
.'
resolutions, ,since it emphasizesth~ coJ,lect-ive, automat,ic ,and partly
linguistic' nature of processes '.of analysis, and the historicFll
shaping ·of formal methods. The differences between formal methods
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raises a large and open question as to their varying-£uitahility
or capability of revision for the purposes .of restructuring the
way we view different social situations o

Phil

Kreager.
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HERMENEUTICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Malcolm Crick, in hisbook;Explorations in Language'ahd Meaning
(1976) stresses the importance of semantic powers, which make human
beings members of a self-defining species.
He also stresses that a
recognition of the effects of the observerh presence within the field
observed makes social anthropology, the interpretation of alien systems
of thought and action~ more a process of translation, between the
observed system and that of the interpreter~ than a natural science in
wh~ch S11Ch effects can be taken to be minimal or non-existent.
Crick
thus ac:::epts the following description of'. the social anthropologist,
1'1om Dvuns-Pritchard I s Marett lecture of 1950:
.Heg&est.o l i ye for sOUlemol;lths or years' a.'ilong a primitive
people .. ,He lives.. among them as intimately as he can, and he
learns to speak their language 9 to think in their concepts
'and· to" feel the.irvalues. He then lives the experiences
over again critically' and •interpretatively iIi the, conceptual
'categoriesand.values of Ilis' own 'clilture anditl termS of the
general body of· knowledge of'his discipline. In other words,
hetrans:late.s from one culture into another. (Evans·
Pritchard, 1962
: . 21 ':
,

o

Crick reaffirms Evahs",Pritchard'sc()ntention that social anthro:pology
is a kind. of historiograp):iy;' n:6~ .l'l,form of natural science. This
however poses :the question of what it is which distinguishes such nonnatural scienc~s,colie¢tI,[elykhov'm as humanities, or human sciences.
One ans,ver, gfve11" byWflheirtf Dilthey" is to identify the characteristic
method of the human sciences as the method called y"erstehen, through
which the process of creating meanings is relived by the interpreter.
This however leads to a false opposition between a faculty of under
standing (yerst'2.,hen) suitab2.e for theorising the human sciences 9 and
the mode of explanation, for theorising the natural sciences. Dilthey
himself recognised that expJ.anf:1.tion is not vrholly excluded from the
human sciences. Even by making a distinction 9 however, between method
and object, the observer or interpreter is again excluded from the
field observed, leading to a misleading ob,jectification, and a loss of
the insight that investigation in the hume.n sciences, and in social
anthropology, is like a process of translation.
What follows is a part of the history of an unintegrated domain,
loosely specifiable as 'hermeneutics'. It will shm., some of the impli."
cations of placing social anthropology among the human sciences, and of
likening it to a process of translation. This partial history will
take the form of an account of some of the differences between the
theorisings of hermeneutics in three authors, Dilthey, Heidegger, and
Gadarner, through a commentary on three texts: Dilthey I s ~!J...e DevelQJ2"'
JE-ent of Hermeneutics_ (1900); Heidegger' s intrOduction to !3_eing aI?-_ci
Time (1973); and Gadamer 1 s second introduction to Truth and Method
T1975). This account cannot show the full inner dyn8.mics of each
theorising, and of its production, but it will give a rough characteri
sation of each. This/however, will be sufficient to show the looseness
of the term 'hermeneutics
by showing deep divergencies between three
of its principle twentieth century theorisations.
Y"

vJilhelm Dilthey (1833··1911) vTaS concerned to show the :possibility
of generally valid knowledge in the human sciences. He grounds this
possibility in the nature of the understanding, of Verstehen. He
defines 'hermeneutics' in The Development of Hermeneutics as· the theory
of interpretation, the methodology of y~~~teheE,9 as opposed to the
exegesis of texts, which is the practi~e, of interpretation. For Dilthey,
it is the possibility of understanding expressions of life, fixed in
writing, which is specified by the term 'hermeneutics l ; for it is by
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successive engagements with fixed reidentifiable objects that general
rules of exegesis can be developed. Thus there is no contrast with
the reidentifiability of objects in the natural sciences. Plainly
however there are problems with the suggestion that 'expressions of
life' can be durably fixed. There is not just the problem of estab _
, h'~ng 0.e f'~n~, t:',.,vc '.£
. .",'s.cons
~ .
,., ~,:'u",
.'." -".
1 i <"';n'~
'''el'',.l.v.\ 01',.
..'.S8 'oP
.. "",
\:-,~.. !.,,",).,._."1.
..,, '.. +ho
v
'.t.
1 ~s
between expression, its author, and the context in which it was pro
duced. These are pres~ably the problems which generate Dilthey's
su:c)position of the infinite nature of processes of interpretation, a
Sl}~)!n2ition which is shared by Crick.
Dilthey writes in the cited
V( ••

J.,'

Theoretically we are here at the limits of all inter··
pretation; it can only fulfil its task to a degree'

(1976 : 259 ).
This aFL'ears in the essay as a regrettable limitation, but becomes
into a necessary consequence of a precondition of any under-
standinG through Gadamer's appropriation of Heidegger's writings.

tr8m~?()8ed

It is the requirement for fixed reidentifiable objects of inter
pretati.on which grounds the privileged status of texts in this essay.
Dilthey'semphasis on texts is of course not identical to any such
emphasis current in social anthropology. -There is in social anthropology
the distinction between the alien system of thought and action as t~xt,
and the notebooks of the observer, which form the basis of his ethnography.
DiHhey's discussion of texts as written works holds only by strained
analogy for texts as alien systems, the major difference being the l~ck
of an author in the text of the alien system. The significance of the
discussion lies however in the attempt to validate the results of stu~ies
in the historiographical mode. Dilthey writes:
Here lies the immeasurable significance of literature for
our understanding of intellectual life and history; in
language alone the inner life of man finds its complete,
exhaustive and objectively comprehensible expression. The
art of understanding therefore centres on exegesis or
interpretation of those remnants of htunan existence which
are contained in written works
(1976: 249).
(Translation altered.)
However, human 'inner life' is not equally expressed in all texts; and
it becomes evident that there is an implicit ordering of texts on the
basis of degrees of such expressiveness. Texts such as Goethe's poetry
and Truth and Schiller's On Aesthetic Education are preferred to texts
such as property inventories and legal contracts, which express or des
cribe human 'outer life'. The contrast corresponds to that between
expressive and instrumental texts. The emphasis on inner life, on
intentions and consciousness,becomes clearer by considering the assertion
with which Dilthey concludes Ghe essay:
The final goal of the hermeneutic procedure is to
understand the author better than he understood him
self: a statement which is the necessary conclusion
of the doctrine of unconscious creation
(1976: 260).
This might seem to be no more than the correct suggestion that by recon··
structing the context of the author's writings, it is possible to recon·
struct conditions and constraints on them, of which the author was not
or could not be aware. However, the implications of 'the doctrine of
unconscious creation' are not exhausted by this. as becomes clear in the
shift from privileging texts to privileging their authors as the objects
of hermeneutics. Dilthey writes:
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But the work of a great poet or explorer, of n religious
genius or genuine philosopher can only be' the true' ,
expression of his mental life; in hTh~lan society, which
is full of lies, such,work is always true and can there
fore in contrast to other fixed expressions be. interpreted
,vith complete objectivity. Indeed it throws light on the
other artistic records of an age,and on the historical
,actions of contemporaries
(1900 :21.t9) ~
Thus it is not the historical context which allows the interpreter to
interpret the text, but the text which helps the interpreter to
interpret the historical context. However, the assertion of the
possibility of first establishing the truth of'the' 'gre0.t poet I or
i real philosopher', and. then using this trllth to develop understanding
of the context is entirely implausible on several counts. It is only
less implausible th~,n the suggestion that it is possible to identify
authors to,represent particular eras, to make choices between, for
exmnple ,Dilthey and Marx.
Dilthey describes the two parts of,the process of exegesis as
follows: "
,
In the process of interpretation we can distinguish only
two aspetts h) grasping ariintellectual creation in '
linguistic signs" •Grammatical interpretation prc,ceeds
link by link tc' the highest combinations in the whnle of
the 'tmrk. The psychological interpretation starts with
penetrating the inner creative'process and Droceeds to
the outer and inner 'form of the'work,and'I'rom there to
a further grasp of the unity of all his works in the
mentality and development of their author
(1976 : 259) •
This equal emphasis on 'psychological interpretation' is however
wholly misconceived, the mistake lying in the supposition that it is
possible to extend the reconstruction of the author's ~ental processes
beyond the evidence of surviving texts;· thus the use of such recon··
structions to expll:'.in the texts can only be a process of reading back
into the t~xts what has already been read out of them. ' This unillu
minating circularity is re})rc)d.uced in the folloViing description of
Verstehen:
Understanding (Verstehen) is the process of r~cognising .
a mental state from a s;;se,given sign by which it is
,expressed
(1976: 248).
Although the .reidentifiable serise.,.given sign is the evidence for the
recQgnition of the mental state,Dilthey suggests that the ground for
the possibility of this recognition ,is the interpreter's o~m experience
of mental states. He writes:
The possibility of valid interpretation can be deduced
from the nature of the understanding . There the persona··
lities of the interpreter and his author do nat confront
each other as two ffl.cts which cannot be cO~Dared: bdth
have' been formed by a·' common human natur~ a~d this makes
conunon speech and understanding am.ong men ];>os8i1)le
(1976 : 258).
Dilthey does not q'liestion th~:i.nfluence on the process of interI)retation
of the spec ific ,form of 'corrin1'on' human nature' vThich is present in the
particular' interpreter. Nor does he systematically discuss the possi··
bility and actuality of differences in the languages and categories of
interpreter and author. The danger'of this neglect is well put by Crick,
follovring Evans-·Pritchard:
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An insu:fficie-rrt-eomprehension of the conceyrtual structures
of ones own society and an inadequate familiarity with the
complex resources of ones ovm language can easily De a
source of mistranslati0n. and so cause I!1.isunderstanding of
another culture. (Crick 1976 : 153)

By emphasising the importance of the author~ Dilthey submerges th~ role
of the interpreter and the effects of his understanding on his inter
pretation of the other culture. For. Diltht;y the aim of hermeneutics
is to reconstruct the self·-expression which is given in the text through
a process of identification with its author. As a result of this ortEm·
tationthe problem of relativism emerges ~ because of the er:;,phasis on the
specificity of the system to, be understood~ and of the attempt to can·..
structan 1L.'1derstanding of that system ·from the standpoint of that system.
The impossibility of such identification can hOvTever lead to a recognition
that the process of 1L.'1derstanding the alien system is not one of n~sorb~
tion into the systel'1; but of translation of that system into that of the
interpreter. 'I'here is in the process of understanding a necessary
relation between theinterpreter i s self-,understanding and the inter·
pretation of the system ttl be understood. As Hanson concludes in his
paper ~ 'Understanding in Philosophical Anthropology v :
Furthermore a comparatj,ve perspective has characterised
my entire analysis. I fOillld it easiest to think about
why Africans do not eVR.luate their assumptions on the
(lasis of empirical evidence by thi:1.king fi:i.'st about ~7h,;'.·.
r;est~r-il scientists' 6.0 (1970: 56). .
Asa result of the submergence of the interpreter ~ Dilthey cannot l)egin
to give an account of the constraints on understanding imposed by the
conce'Jtual structures implicit, in languages~ nor of the possibilities
of alte'ring those constraints. The constitution and develo])ment of the
interpreter ~ s understanding is an issue exrlicitly taken up hy G.<J.da..>ner ~
as a wealmess in Dilthey's.theorising of hermeneutics; 1{hileHeidegger
is ])articularly concerned with the influence of the availahility of
categories on understanding. The very opacity of his language is a
result of his attempt to hreak through preconceptions embedded in Innguage
as given. to what he took to be the truth of philosophy.
Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) :published~.eingand Time in 1926 in the
journal setup by Russerl to develop his phenomenologicalprogrpJmme.· It
gradually became clear however that Heidegger's cohtribQcion was not so
much a realisation of a part of the programme. as a new programme. In
~~ing and Ti~~ itself it is not clear that Reidegger recognised this~ and
there is thus throughout the work'a persistent but ambiguous appeal to
1 phenomenology' which· is. not systematically related to the c1.eveloping use
of the term in Husserl's writings. The following is a hrief summary of
the introduction fo t,s:uY' 'hy'(~' ,St>imc ;"'~idl . nv.:. t :c.8(;e~£o.:2ily be' se-],~e:t.:ivc.¥ _ The
significance of this selection can only be made plain by a further reading
of the text in question. There will he no direct quotations beca1,1se they
would probably be more confusing than illuminating,but the numbers in
brackets are the page .numbers of the German edition~ indicating the
passages on which sections of the surnmary are based •
............ .lo:,.;...

.

." •• _ ........ "

.

.. Heidegger is concern is to restate the question of Being; which
denotes the general category, and not a clr,ss of specific entities,
'because he takes this to be the precondition of philosophical i'nvesti···
gation. In this restatement the privilegea entity is Dasein, the entity
which people are, because it has as a defining characte-ristic the possi
bility of understanding not just itself~ but other kinds of entity too
(12). Heidegger stresses that P..0-_~in is self~,interpreting. thus estab-,
lishing the importance of self·..definition and of semantic pow~rs. What
Heidegger shows is that Dasein is al,{ays already engaged in a. linguistic
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cC'nJ1l1unity, and has structures of understanding prior to the a.ttertl};lt to
understand. Thus the forestructures of understanding are prior to the
setting up of the subject/object dichotomy, which is the basis of the
dichotomy between hurnan and natural sciences. Thus interpretation and
understanding are not to be taken as on the same level as causal expla··
nation in the natural sciences, but are presupposed in the very setting
up of the dichotomy. Heidegger thus shifts' the emphl'1sis frOM the indi·
vidual author ofpl'1rticuliar texts, to the linguistic comnlunity, which,
in the terms of transcendental philosophy, is identified as the
transcendental subject.
~fuat Heidegger wishes to question are p'~sein's. forestructures of
unq.erstanding through the attemrt tn reconstruct them. This recon·
struction is designed to establish the actual horizon for an interpre.·
. tation of the meaning of Being in general. Heidegger indicates
tem})orality as the meaning of the entity which is cnlled Dasein(17L
but in so doing questions the concept of time.· He writes that 'time'
has long functioned as a criterion for naively discriminating between
various realms of entities, with a question~ble distinction between
temporal entities, natl1ral processes e~d historical happenings, and
nono-temporal entities, spatial and numerical relations (18). There
is a customary contrast beti.;een 'timeless' meanings of pro}}ositions,
and the temporality of propositional assertion s • This however obscures
the crucial role of temporal determinateness in structuring human
understanding (19). This temporality is historical in the sense that
having
history is a determining characteristic of Dasein (20).
Dasein's l)eing in the present is alwn.ys denendent on its hA.ving been
in~he past, asa result of which it is emhedded in traditions carrying
oVer from past to present. The failure to recognise the influenoe of
tradition in the present obscures the historical origins of categories,
and the suppressions implicit in them. By stating the full;. nature of
categories. preserved through the mediation of traditions J it is possible
to recognise the influence in the present of the rast, and to understand
what is of value in it (22). Heidegger represents the process of
investigation as phenomenological descri})tion' which, 'he suggests, means
'interpretation'. The phenomenology of Dasein is hermeneutic in a du~J.
sense of making the b('1.sic structures of Being 'known to .~'1sein (37) and
of working O\lt the conditions for the possibility of philosophical
investisation •. Further as a result of working out, through this.
hermenel1tic, the conditions for the possibility of reconstructing
historical processes, the methodology of the human sciences is indicated.
This can be called 'hermeneutic', according to Heidegger, only in a
derivative sense. There is then a . clear contrast here between this .and
Dilthey's specification of hermeneutics as the theory of interpretation,
whiGh is to ,be the methodology of the human sciences.

a

Heidegger's questioning of the constitution of the interpreter's
self-understanding, and of the categories' in which that understtmc1ing
is to be articulated, is taken up and made more accessible by Hans
Georg Gadamer (1900··). This greater accessibility is achieved at the
cost of confusing the distinction between ordinary language and the
language in which ordinary language is theorised~ Gadamer emphasises
the temporn,l dimension of understanding, the temporel distance behTeen
interpreter and interpreted, and the importance of the historical
determinations of the interpreter's understanding, the importance of
effective history. Gado.mer's purpose in talking about effective
history is to show how the history of a community is present in the
constitution of a community ata particular point in tine~ not simply
in its practices, but in the structures of its members' understandings .
. This is'n stronger version of Evans-Pritchard's claim:
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The claim that one can understand the functioning of
institutions at a certain point in time without knowing
how they came to be, what they are" or what they were
later to become, as well as the person who in addition
to havinG studied their constitution at that point of
time~ has also studied their ]Jast and future, is to me
an absurdity
(Evans-Pritchard: 21)
Stressing that both the material studied, and the understanding of the
interpreter, have historical determinations is a different point from
suggesting that a discipline, such as anthropology, is hist0riogr~phical.
Gadamer P s criticism of Dilthey's failure to give an account of the
formation of the interpreter's understanding hinges on a rejectio~ of
Dilthey's distinction between hermeneutics as the theory, and exegesis
as the ~ractice of interpretation. It is the use, or 8~plication, of
understanding acquired through interpretation which constitutes that·
understanding. There is no· distinction between the process of producing
understanding in the practice of interpretstion, 'and the validation of
it ·by measuring the l)ractice against the theoretical· norms articu~ated
in the theory of interpretation, hermeneutics. Gadamerthus relocates
hermeneutics in the practical activity of developing systems of con··
ventions and cod.es~ which constitute legal systems, reli~iousbeliefs,
and, more broadly, natural languages. An example of such practical
activity is the modification of an·existing language in order to express
in it the thought and action of an alien community.
The precondition for such practices is the possibility of
communication between interpreter and interpreted, but it is precisely
the gap between strangeness and familiarity in the text to be inter
preted which is the site of hermeneutics. The familiarity consists in
the presup})ositions and. prejudices shared by text and interpreter;, the
strangeness by the remaining pre--suppositions, which are not sharecL
The f&~iliarity is constituted, so far as Gadamer is concerned, by the
presence of some effect produced by the thing interpreted in the com~,
munity of the interpreter. It is plausible that this provides aocess
to things to be interpreted in the inst~nce where that thing is a part
of a history linking interpreter and interpreted. This however is plainly
not the case for the anthronlogist who is not a member of the community
studied .. There is then a p;oblem' of how in this instance the familiarity
required to provide access to the thing to be interpreted CRn be obtained.
If the community studied is contemporary, then plainly this happens as
described by Evpns···Pritchard, quoted at the beginning of this paper. If
the community is not contemporary, access can still be estahlished
through the reading and studying of the written and plastic remains. The
process of interpretation is thus generated by the challenge to ~re
supposition made by the texts. Without this challenge to preSUI)position,
and therefore without presupposition, there would not be processes of
understanding. The encounter between text and interpreter brings pre~·
suppositions and pre,judices to recognition, and it 18.::'.k. t(J-ti'l.e
. dissolution of all but those which brinr; about genuine understancling.
By putting prejudice at risk in the encounter with the text, that text
can reveal its claim to truth. Thus the process of understanding begins
"Then a text . addresses the interpreter and poses a question to prejudice.
Instead of reconstructing the self-e~)ression which is given in a text,
by identifying with its author, Gadamer is suggesting that understanding
must affirm its own hi storical context. In the forc:""O.:..\l' ·co J~:le~C'C()ild
edition of Truth and Method Gadamer charaCterises'his investigation in
the following manner:
At any rate the purpose of my investigation is not. to offer
a genera.l theory of interpretation, and a differential account
of its methods, but to discover what is in common to all modes
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of lIDderstanding and to show that unclersto,nding is never
subjective behaviour toward a given object? but towards
its effective history -- the history of its influence; in
other wordslIDderstanding belon~s to the beine of that
which is understood
(1975: xix) .
Gaclamer is therefore not developing a methodology of the human
sciences. He 1vrites: II did not intend to ~roduce an art or techniqu~
of. lIDCl.erstanding· in the manner of the eo'rlier hermeneutics. Idiel nc't
wish 1;0 elaborate a system of rules to describe ~ let alone direct 3 the
methodical procedure of the human sciences 1 U.hld: xvi). . For GRdroner
truth is not the result of applying vl1.lidRting methods to processes of
investig0.tion 3 and he enc1orsesHeiclegger!s notion of truth.as revelation.
He states his main direction of questioning as follows: 'My real concern
was and is philosophical: wh'"l.t strmds in question is not "'hat we do, nor
what "lie ought to d0 9 but what happens to us over f.1nd A.bove our wanting
and ctoing t Ci~).ia: xviii). The implication of transcendentalism becomes
more clear in the follovring: 'The investigation asks 5 to express it in a
Kant ian 'my, how is understanding I'ossible' Cibid: xviii) . . The :pr n ..
cedur~ of German transcendental philosophy of going behind what is p~esent
in consciousness, and inquiring for the cond1.ticJns of its presence,. ~s
transtormed however by the systematic recognition of language, rather
than isolated categories, as the mediu1'1 for the expression of 'what .
happens to us over and above our wanting and doing!. This ,shift alters
the nature of the transcendental claim, since although 'consciousness'
may w:j.th some plausibility be supposed to be unchanging 3 and atemporal,
allowing the derivation of orte·set of conditions of possibilitY3 langua~e
may 'not.
Gada~~r identifies the consequences of this shift as follows:
'Hence the demand fer a reflexive self-grounding as made from the vi~w
point of the speculatively conducted transcendental philosophy of Fi~hte3
Hegel'and Busserl is lID ful filled 1 (ib:i2. :·XX:l.v). This failure Gadamer
takes to indicate the impossibility of all reflexive self~. grounding.
What is common to all lIDclerstanding is the r~le of effective history, and
the mediation of tradition throu~h the mediation of language, bl1t the
necessary diversity of languages, traditions nnc1 effectivities of history
provides no basis for the postulation of a subject of a total process ~
required for a grounding of transcendental philosophJr • Thus Gadamer
cannot use this means for deciding which prejudices are genuine, refleq ..
ting the historical determinateness of the prejudiced 3 and therefore
making understanding possible, and which are not.
The concept of tradition plays a crucial role in Gadamer's construc-·
tion of understanding, and is the only possible location for distin~uishing
between prejudices. He writes: 'Tradition, part of whose nature is the
handing on of traditional TIlaterial, must have become questionable for an
explicit consciousness of the hermeneutic task of appropriating tradition
to have been formed! (jTu~:d: xxi). The manner in which this questioning
becomes possible however is never clarified j and thus the reason for the
emphasis on the appropriation, rather than criticisln and rejection of
tradition does not emerge. 'l'his is the res'lllt of there heing <::oncealed
in the notion of effective history a shift back from emphasising languare
to emphasising consciousness. Gadamer re~qrks: 'Hence there is a certain
legitimate ambiguity in the concq!t of the consciousness of effective
history, as I have used it. This ambiguity is that it is used to mean at
once the consciousness obtained in the course of historY and determined by
history; and the very consciousness of this obtaining and determining!
( i.'i;d.d: xxi). This representation of effective history as primarily
effecting consciousness and not as mediated through lanfsuage obscures the
possibility of articulating traditions, and the particular effectiveness
of history on·particular understandings, through analysing the languap;e
in which they are mediated.
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Even the emphasis on language is to an extent misplaced. It leads
to a suppression of the question of the conditions determining the devel
opment of language. Gadamer's claim to the transcendental status of
philosophical hermeneutics suggests the possibility of developing an
account of those conditions; but he does not develop a distinction
between the ordinary language of intersubjeetive communication, in which
effective' history is operative, and theoretical language in which an
account of the limits on the suspension of prejudice might be constructed.
The distinction is bet1.,een a If:U1guage in which rules are followecl, and the
language in which the rules are specified, their social role specified,
their mutual compatibility discussed, and the possibilities for develop
mentand change in the rules elaborated. The theoretical lang~age must
of cQursepreserve the structures of meaning present in the ordinary
language,but give in addition an account of their formation, and co
hesion.· The failure to make this distinction is the basis'.for :Gadamer, s
emphasis on the appropriation of tradition, rather than its criticism,
because only through theorising the ordinary language in which tradition
is preserved is it possible to do anything more than accede tq it. The
problem is to s:i?eci~J conditions for the adequacy of theoretical lang
uages to ordinary languages. The following is a brief indication of the
form of such conditions. A theoretical language is adequate to the domain
whi.ch it articulates, in this case the structure of the ordinar,y language,
insofar as it can internalise its specification of the domain, not
grounding it in appeal to external elements, such as 'common human nature'.
Thus the process of validation is also internalised, since validity now
consiSts in the theory" s capacity to perform that articulation. The terms
of the theoretical language are not to be imposed on pregiven data, but
developed through an articulation of the domain and the specif~.cation of
its elements. The validity of the terms is thus established hy their
capacity to allow this articulation. If, instead of grounding theory,
with Dilthey, in the universal category of 'common human nature' the
enterprise of interpretation were taken to be the attempt to grasp the
mechanisms at work beneath appearances, and to grasp the generation of
the complex opaque forIns which are present in discourse, through the con
struction of such theoretical languages, the grounding by appeal to
external standard is no longer necessary. The development of the theory
is then governed not by the decision of the interpreter, constituted
independently of the engagement in theorising, but is governed'by the
structure of the domain of objects to be interpreted, in which the
understanding of the interpreter is a variable and not a constant.
The emphasis in the hermeneutic orientation on intersubjectivity tends
to obliterate the distinction between theory and everyday intersubjective
understanding. This obliteration is a precondition for the contention that
the critique and supersession of a theory can be reduced to a mere process
of criticising ideology. A critique of ideology reconstructs and criti
cises the system of representations of relations, institutions:and prac
tices in a society.' This can be an isolable activity only if that system
of representations can give a coherent and complete account of what is
represented. This presupposes that what is represented is its~lf coher~nt
and complete; However if the relations represented are mutually inconsis
tent, the critique of ideology cannot stop at the limits of the system of
representations; but mUit go on to give an account of why inconsistencies
occur in reality, of what the possible resolutions of the tension arising
out of them are, and of the manner in which those inconsistencies can
demonstrate themselves, both in reality, and in the system of representation.
The contention that &11 that is needed to eliminate misunderstanding is a
systematic·critique of the 'discourse rests on the mistake of representing
discourse as unconditj.oned by the domain which it articulates .. If, instead,
discourse is taken to reflect and represent inconsistencies and contradic
tions in the domain itself, then it is not just the discourse;, but the
domain which must be criticised. Thus if ideology is taken to be insep
arable from, and grounded in the system of relations which it represents,
then it is not sufficient to discover tensions in the discourse in which
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the ideology is articulated, in order not to he misled; but the process
of criticisin~ ideology must po on to criticise that which is represented.
It is not 11 question simply of discoverinr-: the rules accordin,.,. to which
or,dinary language is constructed and developed, but of leaving open the
o~)tion of criticising that ordinary lanp:uage.
As a result of not maldnp; this distinction hetwe.en ordinary language
and theoretical language. Gadal"ler is misled into grounding his theorisa·
tion of hermeneutics in an unannlysed, unanalysahle notion of 'tradition'.
G~damer cannot articulnte the difference hetween history as perceived, as
apart of the conscious tradition of a people, -operative in their every
day life, and a systematic reconstruction of that history, in which
divergencies between history,l[; perceived, and history as reconstructed
can also be accounted for. The p8xallel between this relation and th~t
b~tween ordinp,ry language and theoretical langUFI,{;e should he plain•. As a
result of this failure, Gadmner cannot rr.round his own theorisl1tion in :;:.n lrti
c~lation of the tradition from which it itself stems.
He cannot specify
how the content of traditions is formed 9 nor Ot how it changes. If the
context of tradition can no longer be kno,vn in the Hegelian style as the
production of self-conceptualising reason, neither can the content ane1.
development of the content of tradition 1le so known. In rejectinp.: such
forms of totalisation, Gadamer rejects the possibility of estahlishing the
moment of truth and Imowledp;e in understanding, through a}'lleal to an
absolute moment in the process of self·-conceptualisation. This re,1ection
. seems to entail a rejection of all systems of relations which go beyond
the context of tradition, through which that tradition might be grasped,
understood and criticised. There is however no need to suppose that with
out a total context of history, in the Hegelian style, there can be no
move beyond specific contexts. Indeed Gadarner's rejection of the desira.,
biiity as well as of the possibility of final interpretations of texts
suggests as mUCh. There can be no such total context of history, since
the very enterprise of understanding and. reconstructing history presup~
poses the finitude of the understandin~ undertaking the enterprise.
Instead of leaving traditions to l,e specified by a total history to which
the finite interpreter can have no A.ccess, Gadamer' s mID specification of
necessary conditions for understending texts can be applied to the under
standing of traQitions. By recognising the distinction between the
ordinary lanfuac:e in which tradition is preserved, and theoretical lanl~
uage in which that tradition can be articulated, this problem is of the wholly
unspecifiable natlITC of traditions CQn be dissolve~.
Thus in Dilthey, hermeneutics is theorised. as the method.olo~of the
human sciences. In Heidegger, hermeneutics becomes the specification of
the forest:cuctur~s . of understll.ndinP:? and of lanr:uar,e ,which are prior to
the making of distinctions between subject and object of discourse. On
this basis Gadarner rejects the objectifying tend.ency in hermeneutics,
demonstrated in Dilthey, whereby the interpreter identifies with the
author, in order to reconstruct the oh,lective self~.expression p;iven in a text,
lh. .s.tr.~3seS'
instead the relation between text and interpreter~
mediated by tradition. The question which remains, indic~tinr: a possible
line of development in hermeneutic theorisins, is how. traditions, mediated
through language, are to he theorised. At this )Joint it is clee.r that
Gadamer's form of transcendentalism, grounding the ~ossibility of all
understanding, cannot be an invitation to the construction of substantial
eternal structures of the eonditions of the possibility of understanding,
but to direct engagement in understandine: specific domains, by interpreters,
whose historically specific possibilities of understandin.g are the pre~
condition for such engagement. There is .no more than a formal answer to
Crick I s transcendental question of 'what j.t is to· know, interpret, under··
stand, and mean' (1976 : 129) and an understandinr of that p"nswe~ can be
gained only through such enp,agement, which "rill be the more illuminfttin{!
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the more the ef'fect-s--of---t-he il1terpreter'"s.self-understandinr are made
explicit. As Crick himself concludes: since the h:umans'Jecies is self~·
defining, chanre is of its essence and the conce'Jt cannot be taken as a
~regiven of interpreting, put i p ahmysin the process ()f redefinitbn.
It is thus clear that even the definition of the hinnnn sliecies as self·,
defining crumot' be taken as a, ~iven of theory, hut itself r(;;quires
theorisinG> In. order to understand the mechanisms, "Thereby changes in
the s~Uf-definition come about. it is necessary to question the. j)roduc-,
t ion of such det'initions. Both. the pos sibility of >the fO:i:'lnn.tion or that
definit~on",and the )!ossibility of theorisinp; it~ must be theotised in
the theoreticaJ.. ,langunge; There is certainly, no reason to,supJ!ose that
,I}. recornition of the importMGe of semantic' pOvlers, is always present in
ord.inary l(J.~c:uages, apd in human self-understanding, nnd thus thecrising
of. it must prod11gean account of. its presence or absence. • The self
definition of the human species 'as self·-defining Jiust :itself bEfput in
question. Clearly in th.e construction of anacc6untof Euroreahised
cultures the very refUsal torecognisetheimportaric~of semaritJ.cpowers
would have tobe theoris~d.and the definition of 'the human species liS
self-:-defining loTould have to be juxta]josed to marxist clefinitiotJs0f it
ns producing and reproducing its 'Oil1n meansbf SUbsistence. A more
decisive conclusIon depends of course on actually pr6ducing drt account
of such o.ulturfls , Vlpich has not been the .concern of this paper.
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WHAT SCIENCE IS SAYING ABOUT THE CELTS

Pocock has recently reviewed, in the Times Liter~ry Supplement,
Malcolm Crick 's Exploratiors in Language and Meaning. Pocock makes much
of the commitment to a full realisation of humanity that the semantic
enterprise, in his eyes, represents. Many of us arefamiliar~ by now,
with Crick's contrast of the reductive banalities of much conventional
soctal,science, to their discredit, with the inexhaustible joys to be
fO'l.m.d in pondering the works of a creative being. The particularly
baneful effect of a narrovrly conceived scientific method is much
emphasised. That this is a good story with Solid and enduring founda
tions is evidenced by the fact that we have not tired of either telling
it or listening to it in Oxford over'the last few years. The appeal
that this story has for us should not lead us to suppose that it is
particularly novel. It is, I think, in some respects, quite old. What
I would like to do he~e is to give some thoughts on the symbolism of
the; shift from function to meaning, and some indication of the way in
whi~h science in partiCUlar, and formal systems in general, have been
assessed as inimical to a full realisation of humanity, as representing
a diminution, .or dehumanisation, of man •. These reflections arose during
an attempt to understand the rationale behind the ascription of certain
qualities to the Celtic character anel to Celtic social life. I will
begin, therefore, by giving some background to the construction of the
Celtic character in European literature, a story which really begins in
Scotland in the 1760s.
In the first half of the eighteenth century neither the English,
nor, more significantly, the Scottish establishment, paid much attention
to the ,Gaelic speaking Highlanders,eZcept as a source of insurrection.
The new middle class of Edinburgh was too bllSY reaping the commercial
benefits of the Union to interest itself in a people who were a poli
tica:L embarrassment and an economic. irrelevance. Societies like the
S.P.C~K. considered it their duty in their Highland activities to
spread the English language and to assist in dravring the Highlands fully
into the political and economic orbit of Edinburgh. Any suggestion that
the Gaelic language was the vehicle· of expression of a literature, or
that the Highland character or way of life had any particular virtue,
would have been treated as a here~T against the economic orthodoxy of
I improvement I .
This situation wa.s transformed, at a literary level,
in the 1760s by the publication by James MacPherson of a series of epic
poems which became popularly known as MacPherson's Ossie~. These were,
MacPherson claimed, translations from ancient manuscripts of Gaelic
poems originally composed by Ossian, the hero barel of the ancient
Caledonian kingdom of Morven, in the third century A.D. These poems
generated immediate and widespread interest and became involved in a
controversy about their authenticity which rumbled on for the next
hundred years. Although largely forgotten now outside the world of
literary studies or the Highlands, it would be difficult to overesti
mate their celebrity in the late eighteenth century. The Ossianic
poems were translated into almost every European language, Napoleon
kept an Italian translation by his bedside during his campaigns,
David Hume advised as to the best means of establishing their authen
ticity, and Doctor Johnson inveighed against them. The progress of
the controversy over authenticity, which becan~ very acrimonious,
need not concern us here. It is now generally accepted that MacPherson
drew some inspiration for his Ossian from the oral tradition in Gaelic
speaking areas. It is also held with some confidence, however, that no
Gaelic manuscript or text of any kind ever existed which was a simple
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original for any of MacPherson's 'translations', and that the unique
characteristics of the Ossianic verse can be ascribed largely to
MacPherson. Authentic or not, the Ossianicpoems obviously spoke
with a welcome and recognisable voice~ They are now held to bea
vital text for an understanding of the beginnings of the romantic
movement in European literature. In assisting at the birth of ~he
Romantic movement theOssianicpoems were defined in opposition to the
English language Classical tradition of the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centurY,and ·owed their form far more to a reaction against
this tradition than they did to the Gaelic verse tradition on which
they were ostensibly based. The reaction against the conventions of
style and subject of Classical verse took the form in Ossian and in
later Romantic verse of an assumed affinity with nature, simple and
unaffected, a praise of the spontaneous rule of the emotions ihhuman
conduct, and, later, a political radicalism. That these matters were
taken not just as metaphorical criticisms of a state of society but as
rules for conduct we can see in, for example, the personal chao~ which
Shelley created around himself in his attempts to live a full aqd
spontaneous life.
'
It is a commonplace of criticism attempting to understand Romantic
verse that it gained much of its character as a reaction not ju~t to
Classical verse but to a prevailing rationalism, a century of social
conformity, and a utilitarian economic order. MacPherson's decision
to locate his muse in the Highlands among a race known for their fond
ness for political independence and lost causes, with all the vague
associations of the simple, unaffected, and spontaneous that barbarity
has had for ciVilised society since antiquity, is both creation and
confirmation of this view. It is worth noting that it was larg'ely
through the poems of Ossian that an interest in things Celtic was
awakened in the world of academic discourse. Thus at its origin Celtic
studies was concerned not with an 'authentic' Celtic voice but with a
vision of a Celtic 'other' that it had conjured up in response to its
image of itself. This disjunction is effeCtively maintained in the
uneasy relationship that exists at the present between, to choose an
obvious example, the native Gaelic speaker and those societies that
exist to protect his·language and further his· interests. That the
inauthenticity in the eighteenth century was profound we Can readily
appreciate when we observe that this period saw the finest flowering
of native Gaelic verse, of which MacPherson and those involved in the
Ossianic controversy were largely ignorant. At the time that Ossianic
verse was informing the Romantic EngliShlanguage tradition as a supposed
import from the Gaelic, Gaelic poets of note like Alexander MacDonald,
Duncan Ban, and Rob Donn, were writing verse that seems, in subject and
sentiment, to have little about it that could be labeliedRomantic. The
Ossianic controversy was not, in any simple way, about Gaelic literature.
Rather, it was a dialogue between a dominant eighteenth century world
view and its own limitations.
The discovery of MacPherson's deceptions did not cause his verse
to lose its appeal, and did not lead to any serious attempt to under
stand and pr~serve the Gaelic traditional verse that Doctor Johnson had
scornfully ca.lled 'wandering ballads'. That such an epithet does not
now sound scornful is some measure of the distance we have travelled.
In the early nineteenth century the 'Celt' became involved in dis
cussions of the philological history of Europe which provided an idiom
in which any SUbject could be discussed, reaching surprising heights
of fancy. The most influential of these ethnologies concerning the
Celts were supplied, in the ~iddle of the century, not by specialist
eltic scholars, but by two prominent literati, Ernest Renan and
Matthew Arnold, the latter bringing the ideas of Renan to an Oxford
audience.
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Henan pUblished a series of articles in La Revue des Deux Mondes
in 1854 called 'La Poesie des Races Celtiques' in which he contrasted
the populations of' Brittany. Wa.les .and the Highlands with the maj ority
populations of France and Britain. ~~at follows are a few typical
quotes) the first describing the entry into Brittany (my translations):
In the place of Norman vulgarity) in the place of a fat
and prosperous people, content to live) full of its own'
interests) egoistical as are all those who make a habit
of enjoying life, we find, a timid, a reserved) withdrawn
race, clumsy in appearance,but feeling deeply and having
an adorable delicacy in their religious instincts
(19 1q ': 252).
'l'he Celtic race has all the faults and all the qualities..
of the solitary man; at once proud and timid, strong in
sentiment and weak in action ... It is par excellence a
domestic race, made for the family and the joys of the
fireside (1947 : 255).
"
If we be permitted to asign a sex to nations as well as
to individuals, we can say without hesitation that the
'Celtic race, especially its Cymric or Breton branch, is
essentially feminine (1947 : 258).
Perhaps the deepest instinct of the Celtic peoples is the
desire to penetrate the unknown (1947 : 258).
Renan was born and brought up in Brittany and retained a great
fondness for his birthplace to which he retired in old age. Much of
his +ife was devoted to a consideration' of the relationship between
religion and science in a modern and rational world. He held a
mystical view of the destiny of races) considering that the Celtic
race would have finally fulfilled itself by nurturing the imaginative
spirit in the breast of those in France and Britain of other racial
origin, and then passing quietly out of time and history.
It will perhaps help if I were to give a clearer indication of
Renan's ideas of the relationship between science and nature, between
man and woman. ~~e following is from the preface to his Recollections
of My; Youth, published in 1883:
The natural sequence of this book, which is neither more
nor less than the sequence in the various periods of my
life, brings about a $ort of contrast between the anec
dotes of Brittany and those of the Seminary, the latter
being the details of a darksome struggle, full of reason-·
ings and hard scholasticism" while the recollections of
my earlier years are instinct with the impressions of
childlike sensitiveness, of candour, of innocence, and
of affection. There is nothing surprising about this
contrast. Nearly all of us are double. The more a man
develops intellectually, the stronger is his attraction
to the opposite pole: that is to say, the irrational,
to the repose of the mind in absolute ignorance, to the
woman who is merely a woman, the instinctive being who
acts solely from the impulse of ObSC1ITe consciousness
The superiority of modern science consists in the
fact that each step forward it takes isa step further
in the order of abstraction's. We make chemistry' from
chemistry, algebra from algebra; the very indefatiga
bility with which we fathom nature removes us further
from her. This is as it should be, and let no one fear
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to prosecute his researches~ for out of this merciless
dissection comes life. But we need not be surprised at
the feverish heat which ,after these orgies of ' diedec-' ,
tics, can only be calmed by the kisses of the' artless'
creature in whom nature lives and smiles. Woman restores
us to communication with the eternal spririgin which God
reflects himself" (1883 : xi).
.
This, while we m,ight iaugh, ,is nonetheless' familiar enough. These
ideas in French Celtic studies are still flourishing ,in a recent work
entitled Women of, the'celts by JeanMarkale,Professor of 'celtic
History in the Sorbonne,' He' says:
"
'
,
Until now, only poets have really understood women; This
i.s probably because' woman, like poetry, is a continuous
creation ~ a "cruCible in which scattered energies are
melted down ~ and which embraces' the unique act 'that; :re
solves all contradictions, abolishes time, breaks ,the
chains of loneliness, and leads back to alost'unity

(1975: 284).
I will delay discussing Renan's Celt further until I have given
1&:',tt hew Arnold's version of the same myth. Arnold gave a series' of
lectures in Oxford ,as Professor, ,of Poetry in 1865" in :whi,ch he drew
heavily on Renan. It has,b.een justly observeo. that A,rnold.'sfirst
hand knowledge of, things Ceitic was limited to ,~short holiday: at an
Eisteddfod in Llandudno. This did not prevent his arousing much
interest and argument.Tbe argument recapitulated with remarkable
fidelity that over Ossian in the previous century, and the i~t~rest
was such that eventually a chair in ,Celtic was founded:inOxf~rd.
Forty years after the lectures Alfred Nutt, judging an Eisteddfod
essay competition on the subject of the contribution of the various
races to the literature of theBritish Isles ~ found that ever'y entry
was a mere repetition of Arnold's imaginative
tale.
.
.'
. '. i
Arnold tells us how, after attending an Eisteddfod meeting, he
came out into the street and met
'
,
•.• an acquaintance fresh from London and the parlia
mentary session. In a moment the spell of the Celtic
genius was forgotten, the Philistinism of our Saxon
nature made itself felt; and my friend and I walked
up and down by the roaring waves, talking not of ovates
and bards, end triads andenglyns,but of the sewage'
question, and the glories of our local self-government,
and the mysterious perfections of the Metropolitan
Board of1.,rorks (1891 : 8).
' "
It is clear that the world of tangible, material affairs, of in
strumental activity, is opposed to creativity and'the world of ideas
as Anglo-Saxon to Celt. Arnold is 'quite ruthless in his affirmation
of the spirituality of the Celtic race (language.; muse), and its irre
levance for the affairs of the material world, arguing that 'The
sooner the Welsh language disappears as an instrument of the practical,
political, social life of Wales, the better' (189J,.: 10);
the Celtic
genius 'cannot count appreciably now, as a material" power; but ••. it
may count for a good deal ... as a spiritual power' (1891: 13).
He elaborates this in his exposition of the German geniUS, which
he describes as:
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Steadiness with honesty; the danger for a national
spirit thus composed is ,the humdrum ... The excel
lence, of a national spirit thus composed is freedom
froIIl,whim, . flightinesp, perverseness; patient fide
lity to Nature, -- in a, wo~d, science -- leading it
at last, though slowly, and not by the mos4 brilliant
road, Qut of the bondage of the humdrum and common,
into the better life. The universal dead-level of
plainness and homeliness, the lack of all beauty and
distinction in for1tr and 'feature, the slowness and
clumsiness' of the language, the eternal beer,. sausage, ,
and bad' tobacco, the blank comonness everywhere,
pressing at last like a weight on the spirits of the
,travell~r .in Northern Ge~any, ,and making him impa
tient ,to, be gone, --this is the weak side; the
industry" the well-doing, the patient st~ady elabo
r.ation of things, the,idea of science governing all
depart:rp.epts pfhuman activity, _.- this is the strong
side (lB91 : ,82).
To this he opposes an assessment of the Celtic genius: 'Sentiment is
the word,wh,iqh marks where the Celtic races really touch and are one'.
The Celtic nature is
An or'gariisation quick to feel impressions, and

feeling them' very strongly; alively pers'cinality
therefore, keenly sensitive to joy and to sorrow
, '.:. it maybe seen ,:i,n wistful regret, it may be
seen in p'as'sionate penetrating melancholy; but
its ,essence is to aspire ardently af'terlife, light,
and emotion, to be expansive, adventurous, and gay
(1891 . : , 84) .
The German, say the physiologi,sts, has a larger
volume of int,estine (and who that has ever seen a
German at a table d'hote will not readily believe
this?), ... For good and for bad,the Celtic genius
is more airy and unsubstantial, goes less near the
ground, than the German. rrhe Celt is often called
sensual; but it is not so much the vulgar satis
factions of sense that attract him as emotion and
excitement; he is truly, as .I began by s'aying,
sentimental ... always ready to ,react against the
despotism of fact (1891 : 85).
If his rebellion against fact has ThhUS) lamed the
Celt even in spiritual work, how much more must it
have lamed him in the world of busiriessand poli·~
tics. . The skilt'ul and resolute appliance of means
to ends,which is needed both to make progress in
material civilisation, and also to form powerful
states, is. just ,."hat the Celt has least turn for
(1891,: 88) •
... . the sensibility of the Celtic nature, its ner- .'
vous ,exaltation, have something feminine in them,
and the Celt is thus peculiarly disposed to feel
the spell of the feminine idiosyncrasy; he has an
affinity to it; he is not far from its secret .
Again, his sensibility gives him a peculiarly near
and intimate feeling of nature and the life of
nature (1891 : 91).
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Having constructed this edifice of opposite~ Arnold remarks that 'if
one sets about constituting an ideal g~nius! wl1ai,; a great cleal of the
Celt. does one find oneself drawn' to'
put into it' (1891 : 89).
.
.
, . ' , '

.

Faced .with this sort of thing one of the pleasures open to us is
simple amusement! but the problem of what to do with these writings
is more interesting than any mere assumption of theoretical advance
in anthropology since the bad old days of ,'1"acial explanations. !'Teither
Renan nor Arnold knew much about Celtic literature! which w~s in any
case' only in: the early stages of its' 'discovery'. For both ~ the most
prominent examples of Celtic literature were MacPherson's Ossia~, and
Lady Charlotte Guest's recent translations from the Welsh! published
in 1838 as the MabiilogiQ[;., We have already' observed that the style
. of Ossian was q.etermined. in response·toan established and domi~ant
.tr.adition, rather than' as a representation of anything' particul~rly
Celtic. ,In discovering in Ossian' the Celt that they have imagined as
. their alter ego Renan and Arnold are gathering the flesh of theJmyth
about- itself. This same anticipation, this same internal confirmation,
we find in a more obvious' form in Renan' s appreciation of Lady ,Guest's
translation, of which he says: ' 'In order to render the graceful ima
gination of a people so eminently endowed with feminine tact! :i,.t
requires the pen of a woman.' Simple !animated, without affectt\.tian or
vulgarity! Lady Charlotte Guest's translation is a faithfUl mirror of
the original Welsh' (Renan 1947 : 264). Renan was quite correct in
attributing the tact of the Maginogion to femininity, but it was that
of Lady Charlotte rather than that of th~ Celts, whose rough edges
were much smoothed in tr~slation.
We· are dealing in these writings with certain familiar dualitIes.
The congruence between this picture of the Celt and that with which
women were burdened hardly needS further exposition. The areas of
competence of,' the Celt, the domestic sphere! religion, emotion$,lity,
and the minor 'arts, and more significantly! the areas of his incompe
tence, those of politics and economics, and the scientific manipula
tion of the material world, are precisely those that the middle class
Victorian woman lived in and with. ' The adjectives appropriate to the
Celt, whimsical, fickle, nervous, unsteady, emotional, fanci~ul, still
form 'a potent vocabulary for female belittlement.

we can' also clearly see other dualisms that so' vexed the pine
teenth century mind and, in different ways, some more! some less
concealed, continue to vex us today. The relationships behreen
science and religion, between science and' the arts ~between th~ inte
~lect and the emotions, the rational;andthe intuitive, betweep
instrumentality and creativity! between facts and ideas, between
materialism and idealism! objectivity and subjectiVity, all appear to
be capable of sliding easily into one another. It is difficult to'
avoid the temptation, even if only as a rhetorical device, to take
one of these as a foundation stone for the edifice and explain the
others by standing them on top of ,it. There are, however, no obvious
priorities in these texts. Each item gains strength and colour f1"om
its association with the others, and all can be given prominence with
out necessarily having more than a fragile status in dependence on
the rest. Certainly, some of the oppositions are so compounded of
one another that they almost represent common sense for us,and enable
us to construct knowledges which it-does not immediately occur to us
to question., It might be thought necessary in considering this pic
,ture of the Celts , particularly' since women slide So easily into the
Celtic world! to consider it as a picture of economic and political
oppression. Certainly! at the time, Celts in both Ireland and Scotland
were suffering such oppression, and their political status was marginal.
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The real phys~cal margina+ityof the Celtic world has ~ cl~ar~ prac~ical
',simililrity to' the ~ntern¥ enclosUre wh,ich' in.sUlated women rrom the
· soCiety around them:. . Rertatl" remarked ,of the Breton Celts. that they were
'the last to defend their 'religious' lndependence against Rome, and have
become the firmest adherent.s of Catholicism;. they were. the last in
Fr~nce to def~md their political independence against the king, and have
given tottle .world the last royalists I (1947:·256).,' Exactly. the same
,could. be said of thE~' Sc~ttish.·(}aels, and~with reservations ,of European
wOIJlen, in their political and religio1:lsconservatism. . The infolding of
vis.ion and reality in the' relation of women· and' theCel-ts is .given: a
further' twis.t wheri':we consider that .because the division of labour, in
Celtic speaking areas displayed the; familiar pattern. women were more
likely to remain monolingual, and. men more likelyt·o t'akepart in
acti vi tieswh:ere .English was essentiaL .•. Cohsequentl~ Scottish Gaelic
i.!;') '.now much. restri~tedin'use to those; very areas in. which Arnolcl gave
, th~ Celt·. a peculiar competen'ce;the home, ;thechurch, thearts, arid
·clpse personal relationships~' Gaelic is considere'd tO'be a vet'y appro
. pr;iate, medium; for .these activities, and its suitabili'tyfor scientific
orJmsinessu,se, is, a matter for doubt.; not surprisingly'since it has
been .attenuated by disuse in the areas,· of vocabulary which it would
require. It is often said of the Celts thatroyth and history, myth and
reality, become entwined intheir.lives. iole';can see that there are
· sOI\le fairly prosaic . reasons why this·shou..ld be:'So ~
..•. Clearly~ Arnold'~vi-ork is rieith,e~~Siinpi~d~~briptionofa: .
. reality, ot' a nai'ire apologErt~cs for . centdtl political oppression and
chauvinism: . It has been ob~erved by Rachel Bromwich, in the 0' Donnel
leoture in Oxford in 1964, that in'spite'8tconsiderableignoranceof
Celtic literature; Arnold managed:'to:anticipate in'many ways the
direction that Celtic studies was going to ,take. over the following.
century. Y~ats and the others in' the Celtic twilight', at the end of the
l,as'j:; century adopted his picture of the Celt with little modification.
He iaiddown the rules.by which the Celts were dispraised and dis
misE?ed as· 'veIl as exalted. It took Bernard Shaw to point out that
the Anglo-Saxon race thatcQuld believe such a story would need to
display all the fanciful credulity n()rmally attributed to the' Celt.
To'wha.t can we attribute Arnold's foresight,h~s ability to.
conjure up a discourse 'of such creativity? We cannot simply appeal
to a, prescience. " . Let. us consider the problem of interpretation from
the'priorities that Arnold established. He considered his leotUres
to be a means of weanirig the English middle classa~ay from a smug
and vulgar materialism, from the Philistinism of theAnglo"Saxon~ to
culture., to sweetness end light~Pethapsthe most prominent expt'es
siol"). of :the Anglo-Saxon'inclinat'ion is, its aptitude forscierice.To
thi~ is opposed the ,Celt', who has sentiment arid ta.ste .. Just as we
could'a;rgue:that Ossian was an attempt to supply a niissingdim.ension
toyhe eighteenth' century intellectual 1vorld,. so we can argue for
Arnold end his Celt, who appears as a creative attempt to 'repair the
ravages. ,that, the dominant· intellectual self-image was·' inflicting on
.itself •. Henri Martin's phrase", 'revolt against the ,tyranny of facts' ,
which Arnold borrowed, reminds llsoftheoverwhelming pre~eminence of
a restrictive notion of scientific method e_nd an associated idea of
w4at consti,tuted 'fact ',thatvTas, and still is, a tyranny in the
hwnan,sciences.Theverysuccess of Victorian science; achieved in
spite of this ,self-image, confirmed this science as the Cinly ·suffi
cient rationality. Arnold's work was widely held to be one lon~
heresy against the obvious· truth and power of mat eri'ali13nt,l :wherein was
money, ,progress, andwell-bein:g~,· His metaphort·o express the defects
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of materialism, the German with over-developed intestines, and the
Frenchman with large lungs, the one dull and plodding, the other
mercurial, provides us with a clear moral picture as well as with an
ethnological type-casting that we can still recognise. To redeem
the British from the scourge of Philistinism, Arnold could pin his
faith on the Celtic admixture. In locating outside the Anglo-Saxon
the qualities of imagination, taste, whimsy, sensibility, feminity,
creativity, beauty, artistry, Arnold was doing no more than the
Victorian pulllic school., The 'Germanic' qualities of patience and
steadineSs were just those that the ,educational establishment wished
, to encburage. By locating in the Celt all the qualities that the
materialist world view regarded as epiphenomenal, Arnold provided a
means whereby the tyrannical and debilitating duality of facts and
ideas could be broken down, by the benign miscegenation of Celt and
Anglo-Saxon, producing the Briton of the future, a ,.,hole man, witq
both the Celt and the German left floundering in half worlds.
'
Arnold's conception of scienCe and its inadequacies is central
to his work. Clea:r;ly,his science is opposed, as the stronghold of
rationality, truth, fact, and the world of action, to the arts,
fiction, symbolism, the world of ideas. At the same time, scienc~,
the same science that is the handmaid of industrial capitalism,
becomes inhuman, amoral, cold, and llilsentimental. The world in his
hands becomes a conjuror's box from whic!l twin dualities can be
drawn in the dark with the certainty 'of getting a matching pair
every time. To attempt even a suggestion of the easy combinatory
powers of these V'arious symbolic devices would require far more
space than I have here. Since this, is a paper in social anthropolo~J
I will attempt to draw some of the more obviously anthropological
conclusions.

~

It has been suggested, in the great nature/culture debate, that
the problem that femininity commonly presents to a male model of
society, as a permanent threat to attempts to define clearly a
nature/culture boundary, can be explained, in part, by the lacko:f
male control over female reproductive capacity. To this we can
attribute characteristics as we please -- mystery and irrationality
suggest themselves fairly readily. The relative internality of the
capacities and activities of woman at every stage of the reproduc
tive process lends itself only too readily to association with
certain overtly analytical categories of human physical and mental
activity. The externality Of the area in which science was thought
competent, and the externalit Jr of that with which it dealt, facts
and the material world; the qualities with which it was associated,
rationality, the intellect; the areas in which it operated,
industry, business; all these provide, in a number of different
'fays, a confirmation of their opposite ~.- woman in her internal
enclosure; in place of rationality and instrumental powers she
ha,s 'emotions andintuitive faculties; her st:dCtiy biological
creativity and its mystery becomes a locus for all that is non
scientific, she is fanciful, open to the influence of wandering
. ideas. There could hardly have been anyone better qualified than
Yeat's wife to reach the cosmic beyond through intuition, and
display i t in automatic writing. \.;re draw from recent anthropology
an opposition between nature and culture to stabilise our under
standing of our own literature. However the 'nature' of the
nature/culture couple as applied to wcmen in modern anthropology ,
is no simple location but a moral assessment with three hundred
years of thoughts on rationality packed into it. There can be
no doubt that these words have been answering back loudly throughout
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their use in anthropology, and that to treat their recent application
to PlaJ.e/female symbolism as of the order of discoYery is to deny them
their rich and creative history.
Arnold built his vision of the Celt 'tvithout repeated reference
to an overt male/female symbolism. Probably his image of· science and
it~ exclusions was the most creative of thes}cmbols that he employed,
anq. one might understand the characteristics assigned to both Celt
and'woman as in many ways an artefact of a scientific theory of truth.
It.would have been helpful for the exposition of the qualities of the
Ce:!-t if I had been able to demonstrate a physicalbinarism like left
and right to build on. There is, unfortunately,' little evidence that
Celts are predominantly left-handed. The undoubted fact that they all
Ii ve on the left-hand side, looking north, of the European ~ontinent
might be thought to be an eccident of geography rather than a symbolic
statement. Students of binary symbolism will be relieved to note,
howeYer, that the left hand is not entirely without a place in the
argument. The qualities, both Celtic and fe~nine,of intuition} ima
gination, and nervous sensibility, are exactly those with. which left
handed people are accredited, as I am familiar from my own primary
school experience.
It has been-found necessary, in considering 'the Celt' and more
generally, the moral discourse that science has gathered round itself,
to situate a person or argument by reference to a pervading intellec
tualmood. Rationalism, utilitarianism, and romanticism all provide
landmarks, bearings to locate a person or text. The citation of
authorities with dates provides us with the illusion and security of
a linear succession of ideas, in. proper chronology" the one influ
encing the next. I have tried to dispel any· such notions about the
ideas that I haye been exemining, althol~h I personally find that
constantly risking a relapse into that which I am attempting to
deconstruct is rather tiring. When Markale says ',In the Celtic sphere,
history is the myth; that is to say, a knowledge of history is
alre,ady to be found' on a mythical. level, and at this point the thought
provoked by the myth takes on an active power because it influences
real life' (Markale 1975 : 17), we can take this not as a racialist
mysticism, which it is, but as an accurate assessment of the creative
potentialities of discourse. To attempt, as we are by our training
inclined to do, to sort out.fact from fiction in studying Arnold's
Ce~tic Literat~re, its sources, and its effects (in literature and
amorig those who considered themselves to be Celts) very quickly
in~uces an intellectual vertigo.
It is one of the ironies of the
Celi:;ic example that the very confusion of fact and fiction of which
the Celts are accused provides so ready an example, in its various
develQpments, of a history inaccessible to an 'objective' mode of
enq'Lliry. We might generalise the dialectic of myth and history of
whiQh Markale speaks, and render it both more fertile and more
mundane, as 'a certain legitimate ambiguity in the concept of the
consciousness of ,history ... This ambiguity is that it is used to
mean at once the consciousness obtained in the course of history and
determined by history, and the very consciousness of the gaining and
determining' (Gadamer1975 : xxi).
If we move from the Celts to the metaphors from which they are
built, the task of enquiry becomes even more daunting. We can have
recourse to the easy habit of anchoring history in a few great names
of the past, and satisfactorily root the Victorian conception of
scientific method in Kant, for example, and Mill. This humble
temptation to seize on ostensibly philosophical texts to pin down an
otherwise fluid history that shifts every time i t is disturbed is,
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however, particularly inappropriate in this area. In trying to,
display the symbolic "\-Torld in "\-Thich an idea of science has an impor
tant part, we are reaching into an ethnography in whichl)hilosophical
texts are a small, perhaps insignificant, part. While agreeing with
Gadamer that we, can only 'begin the great task that' faces investiga
tors as an aid to philosophical enquiry. Concepts such as 'art',
'history' ; 'the creative', '\veltanschauung' , 'experience', 'genius',
'external world', "inferiority', 'expression'., 'style', 'symbol",
whiqh V!e use automatically, contain a wealth of history' (1975: 11),
we must emphasise the last statement, and point out that this wealth
of history is not found in any particularly privileged, concise" or
creatiyeform in the books that a library will shelve as philospphical.
Gadamer says:
If we now examine the importance oI'Kant t s Crttique of
Judgement for the history of the huraan sciences, we must
say that his giving to aesthetics a transcendental philo
sophical basis had major consequences and con'sti tuted a
'turning point. It was·the end of a tradition, but also
the beginning of a new development. It limited the idea
of taste to an area
in which, asa special principal of
judgement, it could claim independent validity -- and by'
so doing, limited the concept of knowledge to the theore
tical ahd practical use of reason (1975: 38).
'
In saying this. he denies the brea,dth. of history, the every. day discourse
on whose energy a single text, however original, m~st draw. Thechrono
logy is in a sense irrelevant, but ,the beginnings of the'romaptic'
movement are lost in the early eighteenth century. ,Ossian was pUblished
in the 1760s, rold Kant '. s Critique of Judgement in 178'7. \-That Gadamer
calls, with ready symbolism, the 'cold rationalism of the enlightenment'
(1975 : 57) was freezing the blood of the though~ful longbefo~e Kant
gave it his attention.
Within social anthropclogy,where we cherish a certain pride in a
more than usually acute sensitivity to the meaning of the words we
employ, the depth and coherence'of the metaphors in which 'science' is
involved simply asks that we exercise this sensitivity over a very
large area. This request might sound like that valedictory generosity
so co~on B~ong social scientists, the allocation of an impossible
task to other researchers. It is certainly that, but also a request
that we take seriously a sensitivity to the rich symbolic history
that many of our words of self.;..understandinghave. "W'hen we consider
that the institutiomliso.tiol1af'social anthropology took place at a
period when the subject was in the grip of a reductive materialism,
and besotted by a notion ofscient"ific method that milSht, but for the
Darwinian counter-reformation,' have found its way into the history
books some time be1ore"we should not be surprised that the emergence
from this twilight is accompanied by an appeal for the broadening of
intellectual horizons, advocated by Malcolm Crick as by Matth~w
Arnold, for largely similar reasons. Nor should we think it ~n
. accident of the 1970s that a criticism i.pf formal analysis should
appear like an appeal for a humanitarian and moral approach to the
study of man.
To return to where we started~ let us look again at the shift
from function to meaning. Pocock says 'One had hoped that the mood
of introspection and concern with epistemology which set in during
the 1960s would result in a more educated, more philosophically
sensitive anthropology which could both contain the emerging speciali
-sations and justify the emergence of the subject in the undergraduate
curriculum as an education for life. v He says that our concern is
with 'problems which are ultimately moral ones', that 'Dr. Crick's
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prime quarrel is with functionaliSm because it left out this most
basic human characteristic of hQ~nity, and so disfigured the nature
that it claimed to study' (Pocock 1977 : 596). vle are hoping to find,
through a mood of introspection, a. sensitive and moral' education for
life, a re-establishinent'ofan undisfigured natural humanity. Certainly,
we might be listening to the'Matthew Arnold of Culture and Anarchy. One
feature of the argument towards semantic anthropology 'is the ease with
which any attempt to undermine the dualities that'logicaFpositivism
offered encourages an untimely subsidence into the srone old entrenchment.
The temptation to subjectivism~ idealism, hUmanism,' is difficult to
avoid in ordinary lahg~age~' I have tried to give sonie illustration of
the commonly unacknowledged symbolic baggage that the most' apparently
innocent of these dualities carry around, that helps perhaps to 'give
them a strength.and substance not immediately obvious. When Crick
says that 'most of what is' important to us is spoken about in d:i.s
course which mixes inextricably the analytical oppositions which logical
positivism offered' (i976 : 159), he is quite right . It remains the
case, however~ that the, analytical oppositions of logical positivism
are themselves only one rescencion of a symbolism of enormous scope on
which w~ continually drm-,. The unpleas~nt flavour with which 'function'
invades our vocabulary is not difficUlt to account for. To be merely
functional was never high praise, and the mere functioIlary never an
enviable person. Bodily functions and civic functions are the most
material of mundanities. The appeal of the shift to m~aning is equally
clear. What more could we ask thah that our work should become meaning
ful? Why ever cUd we establishou.r field asa science at all, with such
an ugly'hame? I am led to believe'that we owe our thirty years of
functionalist tedium to the fact that Radcliffe-Bro'mwas an Anglo-Saxon,
and probably right handed. vfuen Pocock says of Crick' that his 'passion
Cis] disciplined by an insistence on meticulously careful exposition'
(my emphasis) we'cansee that Crick represents the first of that'gene
ration of which Matthew Arnold dreamed, where the Celt and'the Anglo
Saxon join to shed their;defects and become the complete nL"Ln.
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REVIEW ARTICLE
--SoJa Tambiah. World Conguerorand World Renouncer:A Study of
Buddhism and Polity against a Historical Background.1976.Cambridg;e:
Cambridge University Press. viii, 557 pp. £15.
.'
\A/orld Conqueror_ and World R~nouncer will stand" along with
Louis Dumont's Homo Hierarchicus, asa classic'of anthropology in
complex civiliz"itions. ,'As a point d' appui for his programme
Tambiah takes this, from Bartre' s . Search .for a Method: 'Do we
have the means to constitute a 'structural, historical anthropology? o.
if such a thing as Truth can exist in .anthropology, it must be a
trutl;1 that has become, and it must make itself a totalization',
(quoted in Tambiah 1976:5). Tambiah interprets his task in this
light as 'the understanding of the "becoming" of Buddhism and its
Sangha (order of monks) in their association with the polity as
a total social fact ••• It implies thus the passage of a totality
and its "becoming" in its present shape over time.' ,The programme
aspires, that is, to bea structuralist, holistic account while
considering two and a half millenia of Buddhist history.
To the extent that Tambiah:is ,successfulin this - and I think
he is suocessful - it is bacause he insists that,the.enterprise is
'open-e~ded.' I take this to mean tpree things. First, he recognizes
that h,is structuralist tactic of setting ideas or images in contrast
to each other is provisional arid' approximate. Secone, he
recognizes that no single aC90un't of history is adequate to its
complexitYihe can therefore pick his way through Buddhist history
carefully', reflectively, and withd~light. Third, the 'truth that
becomes' is not static, or for that 'matter, certain; it rather
provides a wa.y of seeing new developments or new information in
the light of what has gone before •. The scholar is pleased, but
not surprised, to find new changes'r1,lng on old themes in civilization.
This is therefore a distinctly anthropological contribution to
Oriental studies and history, while, for anthropologists, it suggests
an expansive anc1ambitious way of posing questions and answerin p
them. Yet it remains indissolubly wedded to field work, and draws
inspiration from Buddhist th~Qrists themsel veso This style grows'
nnturally out qf Tambiah i s intellectual career,;",hich itself re';flects
a more generald~velopment in anthropology,and it is in the light
of that cnreer ~hat 'World Conqueror and World Renounili' can most
fruitfully be read.
Tambiah's first extensive published work was a monograph
entitled "Polyandry in Ceylon, with Special Reference to the Laggala
Region" (Tarnbiah: 1966) •. This was thefi:'uit of what might be
called a classical piece of anthrppological fieldwork, carried
out in 1958-9: he chose a partic.~iarly .isolated and back'tlard area,
Laggala; and he chose a problem, polyandry, which could be approached
only through field w6rl\, for the written sources,which he nevertheless
examined thoroughly ,were i,nconclusive. He argued his case clearly,
supplied rich fiE;:ld data, and set his conclusions in term~ alre~dy
well laid down by British social anthropological practice. Though
he differed from his teacher, Edmund Leach, in the particulars of
analysis, he shared with him two presuppositions: first, that kinship
arrangements can be explained;by reference to economic and inheritance
strategy.; and second, that this suffices to explain. the peculiarly
flexible nature of Sinhalese kinship arrangments. '~olyandry.in.
Ceylon" had not yet come to grips with the fact that Ceylon is part
of the complex civilization.of India; it did, however, establish
Tambiah's skill as a field worker, and his ability to. draw ca.reful
conclusions frori1field' work.
.
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Tambiah then did fieldwork in Thailand from 1960 to 1963, and
in his next'publishedwork, Buddhism andtlie Spirit ·Cults in North
East Thailand ( 1970), hfi'l expandedhiEj :fesearch <programme immensely ,.
aimIng at understanding a civilization as a whole"
He begins:
, A Thai village, is not an island byitselfj' i t is paFt
of a wider network 'of social relationships and it is
embedded in a civilization. ". Following the method of
studyusu?-lly.employed.by anthropologists,. I describe
the rel-igious' practices and rituals of the people in
a sml3.11-scaleuniverse studied at.first-hand. But my
objective.6.is to use the particular to say something
generaL ••••Insofar as this village' is embedded in a
civilization and has participated in history and has
shared cultural elements w.ith other villages; the
structural properties and the processes thatcha:cact
erize its present religious system may reveal features
which are of general import
(Tambiah 1970:1) •.
He then devotes most of the book to analyzing four ritual complexes
in El. sJ'Yichronic· dimension,! though he .refers constantly to their
historical and textual' depth.
•

I •

.

'1,'11e method-qsed, that of strli,cttiral, analysis, in general
follmvs precedents set by his anthropological predecessors, among
whom he msntions Radcliffe-Brown, Leach, Turner, and Levi-Strauss"
He links the four ritual complexes, among which he includes the
rite,s v3n:l:.0ring on the Buddhist clergy , together in a 'total
field I U),~LG emrhasis). He shows that the field is ordered by two
fur;(D·~neYrt;cj_ dJst:i:'lGtions:first, that between merit (Pali punna) .
anc. d('ine~~~~-t. (Fali 1J'2,ra); and second, that between the soul as
.!$hl~~_' :'::l~l in:ligeno'Gs"-Thai concept, and the soul as winjan (Pali
v:l';i'!.c'tt,,:,) wllichls adapted from Buddhism" This construction is
P;;$~;-;;ive fort\1o reason~" First, it shows precisely the exterit
to which Buddhism informs and guides village religion, and therefore
places village religion clearly in relation to Buddhist civilization
as a wholeo Second, it retains, at thisf'orrhidable level of
abstraction, the peculiar virtues ofa :first~handfieldstudyo
Tamb;ali explains that, though no villager would have worked.out
this total picture, the analyst has, and it. is thisan;alysis which
allows him to generalize to 'patterns and structural features
embedded in the rites which may be unknown to the actors.' He
goes onto write:
If a villager is suffering from misfortune, pe may
conduct a merit-making rutual foJ;' the monks arid he may,
at the same time, go to the diViner and on his instructions.
propitiate a guardian spirit. This does not mean that'he
is confusing Buddhist r:Ltualwith the spirit cult j it
. simply means that the misfortune can be interpreted as a
consequence of lack of merit or as spirit affliction,
or as both"" ..From the point of view of the (villager)
there are many stririgs to his religious bow (ibid:340)0
Preciselybec~use his method is eclectic and grows from his field
work,. Tambiah presents Thai village religion with great clarity.
Though he did devote 'some space to considering Buddhist history as
such,itstill remained a peripheral concern for most of his
presentation~

Redoes, however, in his final chapter, consider the problems
of an anthropologist working in a complex civilization. He concurs
with Dumont and Pocock in asserting that the whole 'cycle of religiou~
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life, which includes elements of both traditions, is the proper field
of study in which relationships of si@lificance are to be soughto
He takes issue with them, however,onthe grounds that they continue
to maintain the contrast between anthropology and Indology, the
sphere of. the Orientalist and historian of religiono
He writes~
I submit that the idetl of two levels is an invention
of the anthropologist dictated not so much by the
reality he studies as by his professional perspectiveo
By definition an anthropologist goes into'the field to
study live:action, and from the observations made bver
a short period of time he tries to derive a systemic
patternooooBecause he is already committed to an anthro
pological level of.realitYooothe anthropologist who. works
in,complex "historical" societies is likely to view the
lit~rary culture of that society as constituting another
"level" or order equivalent to th<:p level of "live action"
he hns managed to record
(ibid:371).
He then argl,les,as he had in fact already massively demonstro.ted,
that this simply is not a ,realistic contrast; not least.beca1,lse
monks in' Thailand,. and Brahmans in Ind.ia~ use ond transmit'the
literary tradition in the village,. He th('.Jl suggests a prpject
which wou~dstill lie in the provinye of. part~cipant-observation,
but which would resolve the difficulty:t?e anthropologist should
study 'the role of literacy and the traditional networkeof learning
and the transmission of knowledge', . since literary specialists"
'in some resp~cts hold the total society together within a COmmon
framework
0

'

'

.

TambielJ. then returned to kinship studies. If, in Buddhism
and the Spirit Cults, he worked out the ideas which constitute
'totalization', in Bridewealth and Dowry
(Tambiah: 1973) he
adumbrated his approach to 'the truth that has become', under t4e
rubric 'transformation and continuity'
Through a survey of the
anthropological literature of India, Ceylon, and Burma, including
ancient dharma~astric texts, he reveals the significanceof diff~rent
inheritance and marriage practices by contrasting them with each
other, in order to grasp their shared principles o The virtue of .
this approach is that, in the o.bsence o·f sufficient data to SUggest
causal links, pt.lrticular practices may still be explained by plqcing
them in a larger context,either historically or synchronically~
Here for the first time he began to deal with Brahm?llical India,
in all its depth and compleiityo.
0

, When Tambiah went to Thailand in 1971, then, to do the field
work for what became World ·Oonqueror and WorJd Renouncer; his
intellectual style wasfullyforined o ',It' was based· on the a priori
assumption that 'the piece of reality (the -anthropologist) has'
stUdied. is both an autonomous and a meaningful universe capable·
of exhibiting order' (Tambiah 1970:371)
He had gradually' expanded
his notion of the scope of the 'relevant piece of reality' until
it included the' whole of Indian civilization. By the same token, he
retained his sense of the cornpellihg~ vividness of field work, l'l1hile
expanding that sense ,to encompass the texts with which he i:qcre[j,singly
worke.do
0

The problem he set himself was already given by hisprevio'4s
work: the ,investigation of ,the network of literary and religious
specialists - the monks - who were traditionally responsible for pres
erving and disseminating knowledge in Thailando He based himself in .
Bangkok, where he knew the most able monastic students gathered; and
he studied a number of urban monasteries, as well DS the monastic
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universities and the' system of education that reached out into
the provinces o . H!3 dealt with Thailand as a whole, that is,
rather than with a tiny refraction of the whole in the village ..
But this brought with it another consequence: if in the village
he had studied the monks in relation to the laity, in the capital
he had to study the relation of the Sangha to the state... In
the perspective of his field work this meant that he a+so investigated
the government Department of Religious Affairs; but ~talso yook
him further and further into an area he had already reserved for
a later volume: 'a macroscopic view of religion's connection
with society as a whole, especially in society's aspect as'a polity'
(Tambiah 1976:3)0
This problem 'is diatated not only by Tambiah's anthropological
curiosity,b~~ nlso by the peculiar nature of the Western under

standing .of Buddhismo Through the. good offices of the Rhys-Davids',
the Pali Text Society, and a number of other scholars, the basic
canpnical texts of TheravadaBuddhism had been translated and, to
a great extent , explicated by the early years of this centuryo
These investigators shared,. to a greater or lesser extent ,two
prepupposiiions: first, that the meaning of Buddhist" doCtrine was
to be sought in its or'igins, and in its oldestcanonical·textsj
often hidden in this presupposition, however, was a second, less
fruitful, ~ias against ail subsequent developments in Buddhism as
corruptions' of its origine:l purity. . In consequence little 'ViaS
known in tht3 West.about Buddhist history, and especially about those
very ancient clevelQpments which had adopted Buddhism. to be the
state religion in Thailand, Burma, and Ceylon.. It is only ili'
recent years that Western scholars have begun to unravel this
historyo In this perspective, Tambiah had to ask himself the
.
queption: if Buddhism was the religion of a handful ·of salvation~
seekers, as embodied in the'canonical texts, then how CQuid it
possibly become a state religion?
In his introduction he describes the intellectual j.ourney
which led him to connect the narrower concerns of his field work
in Bangkok with this broader problemo He, be.gan, he notes, by
writing an apalysis of his field data: the Sangha acts of 1941
and 1963, monastic educational institutions, careers of monks,
the links between ecclesiastical and political powers o He soon
discovered that these only made sense in terms of 19th century
Thailand, when the contemporary religious and political hierarchies
took shape.. Yet 19th century reforms were predicated on values and
images stemming from the earlier Ayutthayan andSukhodayan eras of
Thai+an c\ and those in turn were based on the Sinhalese Buddhism of
the 12th and 13thcenturieso The idon of ~r; BU<idhistpolityin
Ceylqn, however~ went back to'legi:mdsof :EmperQr Asoka ·of the3rd .'
CentllryBoO .. in Indiajand those legends were themselves moulded·
in aocordance with principles already present in very ea~ly Buddhi,sm..
The qook as it finally appeared is dividod into two parts: the first
begins with early Buddhism in India and carries the argument up to
the end of· the . 19th century in Thailand.. The second part is the
analysis offield data wit:ti which Tambiah began ..
The whole book amounts to nearly 300,000 words.. This is a
testimony both to the richness of the material and to the fact that
it has been little explored, especially at this level of assimilation ..
Recent scholars, notably Heinz Bechert and Michael Mendelson, have
been persistently tempted to treat Buddhism in a nearencyclopeadic
fashion; and among these Tambiah'swork stands out because it is dense
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with refleotions and 'suggestive parallels ateveryturri .. 'AsI
have noted, this stems from his, int'ellectual style asa'n anthropologist,
trained to squeeze significance from juxtapOsitions and Oppositions'
in a synchronic field ofddta~ .It mnkesfor difficult reading, however,
since 'Tambiahadapts terms ;and phrases (total~bcial fact, 'comp~
.
lementarity , opposition, m'ediation) 'from~ther anthropologists, '
and he neglects togl()ss his "usage: indeed, 'so.meof them ~ such as:
'mediation' ; might prove impossible to gloss ,satisfactorily. I
suggest that· they be read as rhetorical devices which foster the;
comparison 0 f ,ideas ..
"Yet this Very style creates a visiori "of 'history differeI}t from
others, and' in'rnanyways morerewarcting .. Perhapsth~s'cari best,
be seen in contrast to :Bechert' S tliree,-volurrie 'Buddhililmus,Staat, ,
und Gesellschaft ·in den1andern des Tlieravada Buddhismus< (Bechert
1966-73) ~Bech~rtis amore lucidw:dter than~ambi1;ili, sirlce he '
uses a vocabulary culled from common historical' and political '
usage.
As' arii Orientalist, he i6in the .habit of reading early
Buddhist mate:b{al:not' Only 'as myth, but as hi~t6ryo"'He therefOre
presents ahistory'oI Buddhism connected where 'possible by'causal
links.. Like Tnrribiah, 'he is sensitive totheinfluence,~,of:e,arly.
traditionbnlaterdevelopments; and,' indeed, bec~use bfhis
training, heisbftetJ. able to establish clear cmisB.l'·d6rin~ctions
where none had beenthought·to exist.· Yet Bechert's view
Theravada history is essentially l:l.near:' for him;' Buddhi~t ·modern.,;
isml for exnmple ,however, much ir).spired by pI.:'ecedent ',,;,9 a uniq'lJe
"',
, ;"
'
phenomen(;m, a"prod'l1ct of 0l.:lr age, nlone '0,

'

of

T~mbiah, on the other hand, preserves the rich a'rllbivalence ",
that infornis Buddhist theorists themselves.. He writes irihis6onciusion:

what:to,~a.. "i" olllod~rniza,tiQn theori;3t looks li~~ a c;onscicnls.
refornl'i'smand, reinterpre~atiQn.of traditional religious
idea~ i~ order to face present:'"daytask_s tth;is,w~l.:lld, '.
not fairl,y represent Bechert's position] may lOQk,: . :..•... '.
like still another versi(;mqf puri:ficati9r-.,qf , ...:',..
religion and renovation of t~e kingdom to ~he .hist
orically minded analyst who sees in the unfolding
of the Buddhist polities of Asia several recurrences
of an Asokan precedent closely liIiked'to the' pUlsiitibns
.' of politicaFprocesso It is not necessary to choo~e' between
the two but to combine imaginatively the study err cont
inuities and 'transformations, . prospective'ahdretros-'
pective analy~es in the' 'becoming' of :Societies that
~re pateritlyhistoricnland have rich literary tract:'"
ition~' (T:1!Iibiah 1976:530).
."
.
i

In fact, Tambiah's 'work is imbued with an· empathy for; 'and a
delight in, ther,eligious and'cosmolqgicnlthought o~ the Thais.
The pUlsations of,pqlitical process refer ,to a tGndep'9.yfor::c~ntral
control in the El¥lpires,()fSouth"rEast Asia to, waxanc;lwane. .'Xllif3
.
in itsel,f .is atttihuta15:;L'e'to theacc~dentsof pOVJer, ancr~6:"Is ¥holly
explicable infamiliarterms;'~e descriqes in these pulsCj.tioiis,
however, the peculiar.ly JlexibTe' relationships bet"fee!1:ki:p,g ,cilld' .
provincial governors, o,nd shows ,that these relatioriships;a.r~·formed
on a view' of the stnte as ,~ mandala,'with peripheral and rel~tively
autonomous nodes arrayed arouiia"'a.--central node. This galactic
.
polity (origifuillyexplained oyother schqlars) 'is patteriied on the
macrocosm,' or on theheavens~with the ki.ng at 'the 'axismundi~ ,
Though ,the driving force 'behind change was therefore political or
economic; thefor~ of that change was':,largely diotatedbya
.. ,' , ,
cosmological visiori.
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So far there is nothing par+-icularly Buddhist about this theory,
which is drawn ultimately froll! Indian Tantra. However, when the
"
galactic polity waxes, when strong cel'J.tralcontrol is re-establish;ed,
it ;\13 incumbent <?n the, :king as a Buddhist dhamma~aja, a 'rUler through
righteousness', to purify and re-organize the ,Buddhist Sangha. This
leaqs Tambiah back to the Stnhalese sources of Buddh~st polity: there
are at least fifteen such royal purifications recorded:j,n.,the Sinhalese
national chronicle, theM~avro~sa, and ,these are in turn predicated
on t11e purification' carried ourl)'y the, J;n,dian emperQr Asoka. '
Here l shall take up the threads of an argument which Tambiah
has: tq ~ large extent neglected .. ,,: This notion of purification, (Pali
visodhana) is fopnded on a more pervasive principle of moral purity
(~ai'i st*~h ,silavisuddhi) which lies, at ,th~ J;1ear~ of'J:'heravada '
BUddP~snr both as a:, system.o.f spititual training I;1pd as an elaborated,
world religion., 'rhe path to lfirvana, for '8 m(jnk~orto,better rebirth,
for a J,aymall, begins with moral purity, wh~ch is '9qml;lived at:'! '
the escllywal of immoral behaviour, such as lying, '€1t.~a:L~g,
improper se~al, conduct, etc. The fundamentalroJ"e of the Sangha
in this' f.ight is to,' provide moral guidance, .. monk~' advise' and, eshort
(Pal; ov~danti anusasanti) the laity, including th~~ing. This
role' isWQreover predicated on the Sangha' smorall'purity itselft Q.S
renouncers Of (immoral) involvement with the world. Hence the
prinoiple ofmo~al purity is, for Theravada cult~~s, a notion
autonomous
and effective
in its own right.,
','
.
.
.'
. ,
-

,-,",'"~,,.

. '

Despi~e this, Tambiahtends t6 treat purification of the Sangha
rather ~~'~ restoration of the Sangha's worldly appurtenances; the
reconstr~~tionof monasteries~fter a war, etc.
be sure, this
ambigui t;y, ", betwee:q.the Sangha as amorallypurebgO,y of world, ,
renoqnce~$ and the Sangha as a national clergy, is f~ly present
in the ~9ur~es, ,chiefly the Sinhalese' chroni~ le,:, " thE! Mahav~~.
Indeed, Wos1:;ofthe Sinhalese purificationswei'e': 9,.emnns1:;rabl:Y ineffective
with respeqt to 'monastic disciplin~, and could be"viewed as mere
express:i,on!,3of the king's accession to power.. Th~re is nothing
to prevent an autonomous moralpr.inciple from beink used to '
o:rnamenf the exercise of sovereignty. '
"

;0

:J: wq*dargue,however, that

th~ m~~t effec~~ye reforms of
unambiguouslydispla,y the auton~wY of the principle
of maral pU+'ity, not because of the king's necesl?,;~y to order the
polity, p~tbecause of demands for moral purific~~~on that sprang
fromwithtn tne Sangha it~elf. These demands in'i~rn originate
with a' f¥d~E.mtal difference, of opinion b~tween
parties "
inherentJ,.y present in the Sangha. One one side ~i~dtheascetics,
for whof!l'the'moral discipline is all-important; O,~the,other.stand·
the qle~~y, th~ literary specialists ofsociety,~~ose affect:i,on~
naturall;¥' l:tewith their lay constituency andwi~h; i;he needs oftn.e
:polit;y.' "This distinction is enshrined in BUddhi~~ hie,toriog]:'aphy
in two W~ys. First, the commentaries distinguish'petween'book.. ' ,
dut;Y'(g~thadhura) and 'meditation-dutY'(vipass~adhura)as
,,
monastic'careerso Second, they distinguish betw~~*l 'village..dwelling'
(samavas[)' and"forest-dwelling' (vanavasi) morik§t~ the forest~
,
dweilers being the party ofrrleditators and ascet:l!~s.These
',
distihctiotismaynot apply neatly in any given ca~e,but they identify
a fundarn~ntal difference over the monks' role,,'
'

T~erava4~ h~!?tory

triO

+

~aye ~gued elsewhere (Carrithers, in pfess) the
As
conditions of life for the literary specialists :i,Ilevitably set
them at 9dd~withthe ascetics. BecQ.useof thei~'social responsib...
ility as teachers and as parish priests; th,ey, must ',live ,in close,
proximity to their constituency. They live in tll~ v;i.llage - or, "
capital~ and are of the village. This in itself terde to compr~mise
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their strict observance of moral discipline; but furthermore they
tend to become custodians or even outright owners of temple property,
a circumstance which contradicts the ascetic ideal of homelessnesso
These conditions create a climate of opinion proper to what I have
designated the village Sangha.' The monks of the village Sangha are
educated for a ceremonial and educational role in the village, and
in fact they draw their social legitimation from that roleo . They
therefore comprise a class of specialists in society, rather than a
monastic order.
The ascetics, on the other hand, draw legitimation from their
moral purity, and attempt - par excellence by withdrawing to .the
forest ~ to retain that purity as a monastic order. The precedent
is fully explicit in the canon, particularly in theCullavaGaa (Vino
11 0 IX. 1.)0 Here the ,Buddha convenes a meeting of the Sang~a to
recite the code of discipline, which is the chief recurring ceremony
of the Sangha as en order. He refuses to proceed, however, because
of the presence of an 'impure monk, of filthy habits, etco' The
monk Moggallana discovers the culprit, ejects him, and shoots the
bolt behind him. It is precisely this gathering in moral purity,
and the ejection of the impure, that ascetics demand at aro~al purif
ication o
The three most effective purifications, in. which this vision of
purity played a significant part in the motivation and shape .of
events, ,vere those of Parakka1abahu the Great of 12th century Ceylon,
King Dhammaceti of 15th century Burma, and King Mongkut o:f19th
century Thailand o In the case of Parakkamabahu, he purified ,t}:l,e
Sangha after consolidating his hegemony over the entire island,and·
the purification was part of a larger programme which included. a,
great deal of pious building. The sources are ambiguous as to~ho
actually initiated the reform, but it is cle.ar that the monk
Mahakassapa was responsible for its design and imIllementatiop within
the Sangha. Most important, from my point of view, were Mahakassapa's
associations: he was the chief elder at the noted forest hermitage
Udwnbaragirio While it is impossible .toreconstruct the actual climate
of opinion at that hermitage, he certainly stood in a lineage of
particularly strict monks, among whom many were meditators and asceticso
The reform itself had particular r'eference to monastic discipline,
education, and property: it was aimed, in short, at correctiQg those
abuses I have attributed to the village Sangha.
The case is even clearer for Dhammaceti of Burmao He was for
many years a career monk himself before he ascended the throne.
'The Vinaya (the code of discipline) pervades Dhammaceti'so.o.
programme for the Sanghao A reading of his Kalyani Inscription
itself is necessary in order to appreciate the relentless thoroughness
with which the king thought out and organized his purification'.
Dhammaceti insisted on the re-ordination of the entire Sangha in the
Sinhalese tradition, which was associated at that time in Burma
with moral discipline and strictness and in fact with the tradition
of the 'lone forest-dweller' (ibid.:49)0
King Mongkut of 19th century Thailand - a key figure in Tambiah's
presentation - also began his career as a monk, at Wat Samoraiin
B$l~(ok, which was noted for its moral strictness and the pur~uit of
meditation. He left it to I;ltudy Buddhist doctrine elsewhere, but
returned to live there for seven years before he bacame king. His
subsequent reform extended most effectively- only to what became known
as the DhammayuttikD. Nikaya, the relatively small, strict group to
which Wat Samorai belonged; but at first he attempted to apply it
to the entire Sangha (See, for example, Bechert 1966-73. vol. 11:189).
Tambiah shows that Mongkut's concern for the proper editing and use of
texts was in fact related to 'the achievement of religious purity
and merit' (Tambiah 1976:211)0
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.So far I have suggested that. Tambiah's argument must be expanded
to a9count for the reforming presence, either in the flesh, as at
Wat Samorai, or as an ideal in the texts, of the morally pure ascetic
Order •. Yet this in fact implies a re-interpretation of his argument
from the beginning. In his first chapter he founds his ~~lysis
of the relationship between Sangha and polity on the Agg~ Sutta
of the DIgha Nikaya in the Pali conan. Following the (superb)
translators, the Rhys-Davids', he construes this as a 'Book of
Genesis' - that is, as an origin myth, whioh present 'the Buddhist
version of the origins of the world, society, and kingship.' He is
clear that this myth is iroqical in relation to Brahmanicaltheory,
yet he holds that it is a serious presentation of a rival cosmology.
I argue, however, that it is not only ironical, but a sustained
and brilliant satire; that it is a satire not only of Brahmanical
cosmology, but of Brahmanical society, including kingship; and that
it expresses, in a radical form, the views of the original Sangha
of world-renouncers, who are concerned entirely with moral purity
and spiritual cultivation.
First, I will summarize Tambiah's argument concerning the myth.
It describes the gradual decay of mankind from pure undifferentiated
beings living on radiance, to sexually differentiated toilers in
the fields. Every step in this gradual decay is brought about by a
moral fault. The first fault was greed: the surface of the earth
cong~aled from the frimeval chaos, and it formed a substance as
tasty as butter and honey • . A being tasted it, and conceived greed.
This brought about the decay of the beings' self-luminance. Later,
they began to be differentiated in physical beauty, and the earth
became solid. Eventually fragrant t'ice appeared in unlimited supply;
but sexual differentiation· appeared, and with it, lust. The lazy
began to hoard·rice, and it no longer appeared spontaneously, but
had to be planted. With this land ownership appeared, and therefore
crime. So the people selected the 'handsomest, th~ best favoured,
the most attractive, the most capable' and asked him to be king.
This is the foundation of society. Then the castes formed: first
the khattitas (nobles); then the Brahmans, and so forth.
T
;
In contrast stC3.Ild the monks, who, out of contempt for the
world go into homelessness, thus, in Tambiah's diagram, returning
to the moral purity whence mankin~ had evolved. ~he concluding
statement of the myth', he writes, 'confirms that(the king and the
monks] are the two central personages. The king is the mediator
between social disorder and the social order; the (monk] is the
mediator between home arid homelessnesso ••• ~(ibid:15). The concluding
statemeiltis· this:
The Khattiya is best among this folk
Who put their trust in lineage.
But one in wisdom and in virtue clothed
Is best of all among spirits andmel1.
Tambiah therefore identifies thekhattiya with the king. He goes on
to write: 'In a nutshell this is what Buddhism as a "total social
fact" is .largely about ••• ,.
My analysis, on the other hand, is based on a closer view ,of
the context6f this origin myth~ A full literary analysis would
be too lengthy, but I will present the salient points. The sermon
begins with a circumstantial account of two Brahman youths, in
training to be monks, who approach the Buddha for some advice.
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They are therefore leaving Brahmanical society and entering the circle
of ascetics, and the sermon is particularly addressed to their station.
The Buddha asks them whether they are not censured by their fellow
Brahmans for joining the Sangha, and they reply that they are ,
censured, on the grounds that Brahmans are the noblest caste,
born from the mouth of the god Brahma, while the monks are 'ap
inferior class ••• menials ••• the off-scburings of our kinsmen's neels.'
The Buddha replies on a satirical note which sets the tone for the
rest of the sermon: he says that the women of the Brahmans are known
to bear children, and the Brahmans are in fact 'born from the womb'
(or the sexual parts: yonija). He then makes a point which appears
throughout the canon, but which here has p~ticular force: people
of whatever caste who commit immoral deeds are to be censured by
the wise, so there is no true ground on which Brahmans can be considered
the best. The order of society, in short, is irrelevant to the pre
eminent moral order.
He then goes on to instance King Pasenadi of Kosala, who nad
lately extended his hegemony over the khattiya clan of Sakyans~ .
the Buddha's own peopleQ· He mentions that the Sakyans must now do
obeisance to the king, but that the king does obeisance to th~ Buddha,
because the Buddha represents the moral order (dhamma)Q The satirical
tone is maintainedQ. The ktng, in doing obeisance, thinks: 'Is not
the Buddha well born? I am not well born; the Buddha is strortg,.Iam
weak; he is attractive, I am not comelyQ •• ' Not only does th~s
re-iterate the pre-eminence of the moral order, but it pokes fun at
the king, who, unlike the king of the myth, is ugly. It also adduces
the conflict between the king and the aristocratic republic (or
oligarchy) of the Sakyans, who are elsewhere said to have agreed to
send a princess to marry the king, but sent instead a slave woman.
The satire therefore glorifies the lihattiya~ (this is clearer
elsewhere in the sermon). It may also adumbrate the resistance of
the khattiya republics to the rising forces of monarchy, which were
perhaps at this time already provided with a Brahmanical theory of
the divine origins of kingship.
The Buddha then points out to the.ex-Brahman aspirants that they
may consider themselves born of the Buddha's mouth, insofar as they
follow his teaching. Returns then to the myth, which is ful~ of false
etymologies or, better, puns. For example, when the savoury ?cum on
the earth disappears in the course of evolution, the beings w~iled:
'alas for the savour, also for the savour.' (8h~ rasaml aho rasaml)
In these days therefore, when men taste a good flavour, they ~ry,·
'Ah the savour of it, the savour of it!' (Also aho rasa!).l.) 'The~T do
but follow an ancient primordial saying, not recognizing the si@lif
icance thereof.' This probably reflects on Brahmanical tastep for
constructing etymologies to bolster their cosmology; and it may
also imply the monks' wise renun8iation of sensual pleasures.
At the end of the myth the origins of society are explai~ed in
a rash of puns. The name of a legendary king, Mahasammata, who
was appointed by divine choice in Brahmanical accounts, is glpssed
as Jelected by the people' (mahajana sammato). The second exEression
to arise waskhattiya, glossed as 'lord of the fields t (khettima.r:,l
pati). The Brahmans fare very poorly •. They went to the forest to
meditate, and 'put away' (b~enti) evil and immoral customs. ; So far
they are praised: but many were unable to stand it, so they came
to the villages and began writing books - the Vedas. Hence
village-dwelling Brahm~ sc~olars, called ajjhayaka; originated as
'non-meditators' - a-jhayaka.
At the end of the sermon the Buddha praises the person, of
whatever caste, who leaves the lay life, practices the Buddha's
advice, and attains NirvanaQ There are thus two objects of satire in
the sermon, which are contrasted with the ideal of the spiritual
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life o The first is the Brahmans, who are replaced by the khattiyas
at the head of society. The second is the Brahmanical social order
itself, including kingship, ~hich is irrelevant to the chief Buddhist
principle of human life, morality based on wisdomo The concluding
verse is therefore to be glossed: 'Of those who put their confidence
merely in social distinctions (gotta~ti6arino) the Khattiya is
bestjbut one replete with wisdom and virtue is truly best among
gods atld meno'
This argument by no means refutes the bulk of Tambiah's worko
however, that the insistence on moral purity is both
chronologically and logically priore It is chronologically pr-ior
in that it emanated from a circle of committed world-renouncers - I
see no reason to doubt that it is basically the BUddha's word - which
must have preceded the circle, closer to the seats of power, which
began to forge a positive Buddhist theory of the polityo It is
logically prior, in that the infusion of moral responsibility into
notions of kingship is only one case of what Gananath Obeyesekere
has called i ethicization' in Buddhist cultures'. Tambiah's oWIl
material {Ii Buddhism and the Spirit Cults, for example, demonstrates
that moral dualism, in the form of merit and demerit, is the primary
axis aroUnd which. Thai village religion is organizedo Indeed, it is
the simplicity and general applicability of this principle which
oreated Buddhism's success as a proselytizing world religiono
It doel3 show"

It is nevertheless important to bear in mind the extent to which
the idea of monastic purity actually informs Buddhistlifeo Present
day Ceylon affords a fine test case o After national independence in
1947, and in the light of the 2500thanniversary of Buddhism in
1956-7, cries for Sangha reform went up throughout the islando In
the pluralistic, democratic society which was the legacy of the British,
however, there was no legitimating authority which. could carry out
such a.reform, so the parties of reform monks withdrew into relative
obscurity, and they do not now play a very active part in religious
politicso Walpola Rahula, a distinguished monk with experience of both
asceticism (his teacher was a remarkably strict figure) and public
religious life in Ceylon, said, 'I suppose the forest monks might
have some effect of society' (his emphasis; in a talk at Oxford in
1976)0 This studied pessimism reveals how limited an effect the
passive religious ideal of moral discipline might have.
.
The forest-dwelling monks are nevertheless the object of con
siderable lay piety, and are supported by laymen throughout the
island. They retain some optimism as t'o their effect on society,
though:. they perhaps influence the quality of private behaviour
rather than the conduct of public lifeo Their case was put to me
by one of their leading lights, a monk who had founded a group of
meditating monks, and had guided them firmly toward spiritual
cultiv~tion and renunciation of the world o My field notes record
that he was lying in hospital in the city of Galle one evening when
one of his chief lay supporters came to visit him. The layman
averred that he was very happy to support the hermit monks, but
he supposed that they did not do much for societyo The monk raised .
himself up on one elbow,pointed out the window at a street lamp,
and said: 'Do you see that street-lamp,' sir? What does it do? It
goes nowhere, does nothing, it merely stands there o But would you
say we need it or not, sir? We need ito You ca.:n'twalk in the street
without .ito We monks are like that street-lamp. We shed light in the
world. The world, you know, is a dark place. It is difficult to know
which way to turno But the monks are there to show the world which
way to turn. If we behave well, sir, if we keep our moral discipline,
then the world can go along in our lighte'
Michael

Carrithers
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REVIEW ARTICLE
Robin Fox (Ed.). Biosocial Anthropology 1975. ASA Studies. London
Nalaby Press. xii ~ 169 pp'i;;6. 50.
·When the late Professor Freedman composed his long essay on social
and cultural anthropology for the U!{ESCO Survey of Cur~ent Trends in
the·Social and Human Sciences~ he gave honourable mention fo 'approaches
'from ethology' as a 'trend' - even a ' growing point' worth watching. Now
with the publication of Biosocial Anthropology the growing ~oint has
becQme~ in its own eyes at least,' an ' anthropology.
And here is the
first source,of doubt~'tsit'ani anthropology in the sense that, say,
economic anthrapologymight be: namely a ~et of techniques and debates
to do with the analysis of a bounded segment of social reality, enriched
tho~gh it might be with controversy about the location of the bounds?
Or is it a comprehensive mode of thinking about the social, ana level
witn the major '-isms'of'our dayan¢l. capable of competing with, or .
super~edirig, them?
Is a biosocialanthropolofist a sub-specialist, such
that there are some kinds of social fact he feels called on to know about
and others that he does not?, Or is he a revolutionary? Some of us, ~ho
were involved in early attempts to explore the possibilities of biosodial
thiqking, may not have finished pondering the implications of this choice,
and so may be disinclined ~ as yet, to make it.
Biosocial Anthropology is the record of papers presented to one
session ofthe.special Decennial Conference of the ASA at Oxford in July
191~.
The authors and editor have had two jobs to do. On the one hand,
they have had to assemble research material illustrative of what can be
achieved within a biosocial framework. On the other, they have had to
confront the problem of how this framework is itself to be characterised.
In this review I shall try, through comment on the individual contri
butors' material, to sugf,est how much progress the symposium achieves
towards the second objective.
Robin Fox, in his introduction to the volume~ adopts a less revolu
tionary stance than in many of his writings. His opening statement that
biosocial anthropology 'views social behaviour ..• as the outcome of an
evolutionary process l leaves room for manoeuvre on the possibility of
alternative ways of construing the social. A wise move, despite the
confusing hint, simultaneously giv;E'm..that 'culture itself' is 'only
understandable in [evolutionary terms' (2). Fox picks out four '
'disciplinary areas' as contributing most to the theoretical basis of
biosocial anthropology: comparative sociology, comparative zoology,
physical anthropology and primate biology. In addition he distinguishes
certain 'points of departure' as characteristic of the biosocial approach.
Among these are a 'concern with the life-cycle', 'ease of learning and
critical periods', the notion of 'pathology', and that of 'Characteristic
bonds' often synchronised with the life-cycle. This re-grouping of the
concerns of traditional disciplines within clusters of core issues is
an achievement for which credit is due to biosocial anthropology in its
programmatic phase. vfuether the opportunities thus presented are to be
fully exploited, either in the rest of the programme or in concrete
research under the biosocial banner, only time will tell.

J

W.D. Hamilton's paper 'Innate Social Aptitudes of Man: An Approach
from Evolutionary Genetics' tackles an old problem in a new way. The
problem, which Darwin acknowledged, is the paradoxical evolution of
altruistic behaviour. It has as corollary the general question of the
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order of entity on which selection acts~n issue of central importance
in any discussion of social systems as evolutionary products, and one
wh~ch has recently acquired a new and intriguing "twist (cfo Dawkins
1976)0
.
Hamilton is concerned with,·the possibility that certain phenomena
conventionally assigned to a moral universe, such as cheating,
xenophobia and guilt, may have a biological basis in the sense that
selection may have created in human populations a genetic predispoSl~~
for these to be manifest under certain conditions o "Avoiding, as we
would expect, any vulgarly reductionist formulation, he indicates his
general position with the aid of a seductive analogy: 'The problem
.
facing a humane civilization may be how to complete a sketch suggesting
some massive and brutal edifice ~ say the outlines of an Aztec
pyramid - so that it reappears as a Parthenon or a Taj Mahal'(134)0 .
There remain however unexplored linguistic difficulties, which I can
best identify with the aid of another quotation:
Consider also the selective valueof having a conscienceo
The more consciences are lacking in a group as a whole,
the more energy the group will need to divert to enforcing
otherwise tacit rules or else face dissolution o Thus
considering one step (individual vs. group) in a hierarchical
population structure, having a conscience is an 'altruistic'
character. But for the next step - group vssupergroup 
it might be selfish, in the sense that groups with high
levels of conscience and orderly behaviour may grow too
fast and threaten to overexploit the resources on which the·
whole supergroup depends (135-6)0
The difficulty in this case lies in the apparent congruence between
the terms 'altruism'and 'conscience' which leads Hamilton to
.
juxtapose them in a single frame o 'Altruism' entered the vocabulary
of evolutionary biology (as did its converse, 'egotism') as an
idiomatic, almost colloquial way of referring to a class of behaviour
clearly marked out by independent defining criteria, namely behaviour
which demonstrably diminishes the actor's cpances of survival but
serves the interests of his groupo The human paradi~o was of
individual self-sacrifice; and in this case it was an exact an,d
appropriate one. The moral connotations of the term do not, however,
constrain debate about what is 'really' happening; at the level of
the 'selfish gene' there seems indeed to bea doubt whether altruipm
can be said to occur at all where an individual sacrifices itself
for close relatives. 'Conscience'·by contrast stands in no such
relation to an operationally defined class of events o The human
paradigm 'acting rightly, or feeling that one should, without coercion'
exhibits, were it necessary,. the double relativity of human choice
and of prescriptive systems.
I am not here making the oft-repeated point that humans live in
a moral universe while animals do not. I am saying that 'altr~ism'
like 'cheating' and 'xenophobia'but unlike 'conscience' belongs ~o
a class of terms whose slippage from human to non-human contexts takes
place in circumstances which have received less theoretical attention
than they deserve. Enough has been said in the past about the gross
application of human socio-political concepts to non-human spheres
as if the former were straightforwardly descriptive. It now appears
as an oddity in the language ·'ofbehaviouralscience that the self
conscious objectivity of the fieldworkers' official stance regularly
coincides with turns of phrase which tacitly invite the reading-in
of invisible quotation marks on the part of the biOlogically well
educated reader o Certainly there is a 'so to speak' implicit in, say,
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Wickler's remark (1969:198) that 'sometimes the (finches) quarrel
about the best seat.o.' which renders any charge of simple anthro
pomorphism misplaced. Yet we may wonder whether there is more>
in it, whether there are reasons why language itself forces the
observer into patterns determined by its own structures. I labour
this point here not in criticism of Hamilton (to whose main thrust
it is peripheral) but because it connects with suggestions I shall
aake later about the n~ed to scrutinize the epistemology of our
descr:i;ptions of the natural' ·world.
] shall not attempt to assess Hamilton's mathematical argument,
which .seeks to refine a theoretical model under which there could
be positive selection for altruism. The necessary modification seems
to be that the model include a device for ensuring that the benefits
of altruistic behaviour fallon individuals more likely to be
altruists than are random members of the population'(140: his
emphasis). I believe however that the advances contained in his
work are accessible, at least intuitively, to the less numerate among
us. Among the most interesting of his themes is that of strategy,that
is of.strategic options available within the life process at a number
of orders of integration. At the intermediate level of groups, the
situation of pack-hunting carnivores provides an illustration with
quite plausible analogies for man, as anyone will recognize who
remembers Thesiger's account of his despair when he and his Bedou
companions, barely surviving in the wastes of the Empty Quarter, had
no sooner managed the rare feat of killing a wild animal than
beaming strangers appeared from nowhere to share the meal. At the
individual level, a renewed interest falls on the deception and
coalition games which are currently emerging as characteristic of
higher primate goups. Hamilton draws from this material a number of
bold hypotheses about the development of warfare, reciprocation,
cheating and the mercantile virtues which seem destined to
inspire a healthy controversy. Be that as it may, the strategic
element in the life of complex social organisms places much social
action squarely within the purview of some version of a theory of
games~ Hamilton, perhaps wisely, does not explicit:~r- apply this
formulation to non-human forms of social life. Yet the notion of
strategy, if accepted as valid for non-humans, might justify a move
in this direction. This in turn might prepare the ground for intro
ducing or at least acknowledging a degree of controlled subjectivity
in our accounts of non-human social life.
Where Hamilton explores links between macrosocial phenomena
and events at the level of the replicating gene, Tiger points the
finger in a differ~nt direction and seeks to connect the macro social
with ~he somatic patterns of the organism. He provides an expert and
much-needed review of this area, with a focus on studies of the somatic
basis of non-specific sexual differenceso Money and Ehrhardt are
commended for their advocacy of a shift away from the old nature/nurture
sterilities towards an interactionistview incorporating the concept
of a 'program' •. There follows a cominent worth quoting:
Of particular theoretical interest to social anthropologists
must be the contents of. the phyletically written 'program'
and what are the 'phyletically prescribed environmental
boundaries'. This is in areal sense another version of the
traditional quest for 'universals' in human societies, or
functional prerequisites. However, to the extent the
enterprise can depend on verifiable and cross-culturally
applicable statements about human propensities, an augmented
precision becomes p~3sible that is unavailable to those focusing
solely on sociogenic processes (122).
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This revealing passage'exhibits, to my mind, much of the
strength and weakness of the brand of theoretical underpinning
which Tiger and Fox, in particular, have been seeking to establish
for a science of the biosocial. On the positive, side, the evidence'
cited by Tiger should be enough to convince anyone that somatic
and social factors can co-act, and it ought to be someone's business
to be interested in their co-actiono If officer cadets in the UoSo
Navy consistently show low levels of testosterone secreti<;m during the
low-status phase of their training when 'degradation ceremcmies' and
,the like are rife, levels which rise as and when the stru6ture 13.llO\oJs'
status and self-esteem to go up, then it is pertinent to ask what
relevance this finding may have to the explanation of mechanisms
perpetuating systems of sharp inequality - slavery, say
Similarly,
Tiger raises questions about the ,Pill which can be answered only
within a frame capable of embracing both the endocrinal and the
eocial o Yet the passage Ihavequoted shows that. weare stilL in
deep trouble over human universals, propensities and programmes",
It is embarrassing to have, to re-assert what I have said before, but
if we are engaged in the 'traditional quest for universals in human,
societies', how can thisque~t depend on 'verifiable and cross;
o,ulturally applicable statements about 'human propel1sities' ?The
term 'propensity' is itself merely confusing here, with its ambiguous
coverage of ,'tendency' and 'capacity'
Programmes, in, some sense,,'
there may well be - i t ,would be astonishing if there weren,ot - but
we have not yet been told hO\l! to identify themo
0

0,

No Blurton Jones's paper'Ethblogy~ Anthropology and Chlldhooq.'
commands respect as a demonstration of the scientific virtues of
ethology in the classical tradition o " Ethologists; he says, 'study
the behaviour you can see people doing' '(71)0 Beautifully put;
"
and this very clear-mindednessforces reflection on the nature of
the mental operations involved' in 'seeing' a subject 'do' anythingo
I hope Blurton Jones will forgive me if 1 suggest tl~at muoh of the
strength of his work lies in his refusal to theorisep~~maturely
or over-grandlyo I mean thisaspraiseo The unflustered, 'latera;!.'
empiricism of Blurton Jones and 'people whose work I like' - how
does the creature conduct its affairs ,in the ,world in which it
lives? - may seem to divide thai'r Y{ork from that of anthropologist p ,
particularly those of a non-positivist turn of mind~ Xet this is
an empiricism whioh has a capacity to transcend itself in response
to what I can only call the demands of appropriate explanationo
There remain in the back of the mind 40ubts about the initial
attraction of children as objects of ethological study, Are they
(like mental patients, also very popular) unconsciously seen as more
like primiti ves or animals than are fully fUIlct,ional grown-up
Westerners? In Blurton Jones'scase (though not, perhaps, in all
recent ethological studies of children) the interest is amply just
ified by his concern with developmento His way of approaching his,
mate~ial is a real contribution to the quest for commonunderstanq.ings
between biological and social scientists.
It would, not be appropriate for ,meta attempt acietaile,d
appraisal of Michael Chance's,paper on 'Social Cohesion and the
Structure of Attention' since I have worked with him on the topic,
and have, a view somewhat different from his, On the 'advertGmc,e' concept
(Very briefly, Chance sees advertence as 'defining the manipulation
of group attention where it is used mainly fO'r the acceptance of
an individual within an existing group' (111), and thus,as belonging

0
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within a theory of display; while I prefer to look on it as pointer
to a new kind of treatment of the observer-observed relation, a
treatment which allows for explicitly performative, rather than
flatly behavioural, modes of descriptiono) Chance's line of
argum~nt in this paper closely follows that of his earlier essay
(1973)
What is best in i t is, I think, still the perception of
the increased flexibility in the organization of social relations
allowed by the 'hedonic mode' of interaction o Chance's insight here
and elsewhere lies in drawing a connecting line between the poss
ibilities of creativity in social relations, the capacity for self
monitoring, and the selection pressures favouring functional elaboration
of thEl primate and hominid braino The implications of this linkage
have been extensively discussed and further elaborated elsewhere,
notably by Fox (1972)0
0

At the beginning of his essay; 'Comparative Ethology of Incest
Avoidance', Norbert Bischof pegs out his ground with an ambiguity
which (whether intended or not) nicely illustrates the present
uncertainties of the biosocial exercise: 'At the present time
comparative ethologists are interested in making the study of
nature available for the comprehension of cultural phenomena' (37)0
Bischof, like Hamilton, has set himself an old problem: the so-'
called incest prohibition and its natural or cultural rootso I say
'so-called' because the nub of Bischof's solution is that the rules
about incest are,best construed as labelling devices which cultures
attach to choices and avoidances which would in any case 'naturally'
tend to occur o The articulation of incest rules in man thus becomes
'an act of self-interpretation' (63); an attractive idea so far
as it goes, and a great improvement on older and cruder demands that
we cho,ose between two equally vulgar forms of determinism, the
natural and:the culturaL Yet the incest problem in its traditional
version is not quit,e disposed of
If the rece!ved view is true,
that societies se~ up a category of incest (however defined) which
they then ban with great determination and fuss, then the problem
of incest ruleq lies in their rule-like charactero We can modify
Freud's objection (which Bischof himself cites) to a biological
cause explanation: why choose incest to have deeply-felt rules about?
0

Bischof's point is well taken: that Levi-Strauss was wrong to
assume' incest between biological kin to be 'a natural phenomenon
Any theory which equates animal-to
found commonly among animals'
man with nature-to-culture by using the 'incest taboo' as pivot
for both is clearly mistaken; such theories are in any case faulty
on other grounds as wello Bischof presents a mass of evidence to
show that biological incest is rarely found in animals under natural
oonditions, and that in species whose social organization includes
individual bonding, devices exist which seem aimed at the systematic
avoidance of incestuous matingo His survey of mammaliau ' social
structures, incidentally, exemplifies a mode of deductive analysis
which I for one have long been hoping to see
His argument that the
biological final cause is likely to be 'the increase of variety
through the recombination of genetic material' (57; his emphasis)
rather than avoidance of the supposed evil consequences of inbreeding,
carries convictiono Yet the sceptical Durkheimian will still ask,
so what? If incest avoidance', exists in nature in the sense that .',
animals show it for good selective reasons, are social scientists
obliged to take note of this fact in their accounts of rules about
incest avoidance? As in Tiger's case, a brave attempt is made at
an inclusive framework of explanation but the r'esult is still
disappointingly tenuous o
0

0
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Robin Fo¥ shares with Bischof an interest in the possible
evolutionary basis of general features of human kinship systems.
His contribution, as he says himself, has to be read in continuity
with his earlier paper (1972). We can in passing note the latter~
point cif.departure:
Rules of marriage ••• have to do with the allocation of
. rights over women •••The modern theory of kinship in fact
sees all kinship systems as 'sets of rules ~egarding the
allocation of women as mates, or the 'circulation'of women
.among the kinship units of the society•••Kinship systems,
then, are systems of rules about the exchange of women and
the relationships set up by this exchange.
Without indulging in too much tit.for-tatte~ (what about the
allocation ·of rights in men's sexual services? -and these are real
rights, women quarrel about them) we can gently question whether
such a 'modern theory of kinship' can possibly aspire to the
scientific virtue of completeness. One of the most interesting
features of Fox's writings generally is the way in which, seemingly
dazzled by the analogies and homologies between 'dominance' in a
non-human world and 'control', 'possession' and the like in a human
one, he treats these (which are properties of relationships) a$ if
they were adequately descriptive of systems. He is, of course~ not
alone. Yet a serious treatment of the notion of system, as it relates
to'the cross~specific analysis of social organization, is surely
one of a number of preconditions for any form of theoretical
advance.
Fox's present paper is entitled 'Primate Kin and Human Kinship'
and at its~core is a bold and original theory: that the characterist
ically human pattern of kinship organization arose from the putting
together of elements of 'alliance' and descent' found separately,
not together, in existing primate structures. It is a beautiful
theory; but I doubt whether the data are complete enough to support
Fox's claim that descent and alliance are never found together in
non~human primate systems. For example, do we know all there is
to be known about female-female relations in one-male systems?'
It is true .as Fox says that i!} hamadryas .the ' son' does not
routinely succeed the 'father- as focal male of a breeding gro1,lP;
but can he be sure that all kin bonds are lost to the young m~e
during the long process of peripheralization and re-entry to the
breeding centre of the group? Is it impossible that because of his
relation to 'mother-, the young male may find it: easier to kidnap a
young 'sister' than an unrelated female infant as founder-memb~r of his
h.arein
(thus going against Bischof '·s theory, however)? Might
not a newly~recruited female assimilate most smoothly to a harem
which already contains a 'mother' or 'sister'? Could not the quality
of relations among the females itself influence the stability of
a harem and, the male's chances of holding it together and hence exert
selective pressure? Even a slight tendency for any of these to happen
and they would' reflect patterns known to occur in other primate groups' 
would amourit to a coincidence of 'descent' and 'alliance' factors (as
Fox defines them) in determtl.ning the composition of breeding groups.
Kummer's pipture .(e.g.1971) of the organization of hamadryas society.
in space and time immediately fascinates the anthropologist, with
its Levi-Straussian circulation of females between breeding groups,
and its tantalizing hints that a male's female-based links with
different groups may innuence his 'political" career in the post
breeding phase of the life-cycle. Yet we should be cautious, and
at least await the results of thorough long-term study before ruling
out this or that pattern in the service of grand theories.
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A general verdict on the state of play in biosocial anth
ropology as represented in the book must be that the 'theory' has
not caught up with the 'work'o It is a tant&lizing state of affairsn
The material presented, and questions raised, by the contributors
testify loudly to the need for a coherent theoretical frame; and
this, precisely, we la~ This is a serious condemnation only if
we fail to seethe book for what it is: good documentation of an
incomplete phase in what may yet turn out to be a valu~ble synthesis
of different research areas. On this view, Fox does a d~sservice to
the, 'iosocial.movement by his impatient efforts to specify a firm
theoretical structure 'I for one do not share his cheerful confid
ence in the1neo-Darwiniansynthesis' (2) if this is to be incorporated
wholsale into the new discipline as its sole explanatory principle.
This is not the place to att&mpt 'asubetantial attack on the problem;
but I should like to conclude by mentioning two major difficulties
(there are others as well) which must be overcome by any comprehensive
biosocial theoryo
0

The first difficulty is about method. What are we trying to
explpin? I have already commented on the suspect procedure of
citi~g variation as an index of variability; and Blurton Jones in
this volume cites Bowlby's observation that the selection pressures
irnr.l~encing the plasticity of a character may be quite different
from those determining its development and phenotypic emergence.
We h~ve a legitimate interest in 'biological givens' and their
relation to 'cultural responses'. The problem, as Fox sees it,
is how to get at the givens; and it is made worse of course if his
prefl"lrred method, ('the comparative study of society' to illuminate
'the range of variation apen to human social arrangements') is shown
to be questionable
As he rightly says, the relationship between
givens and responses must be problematical. But a crucial aspect of
this is that the givens and responses are likely to include one
anot~er many times over and at more levels than the purely material
or causal. So we must be on our guard, and prepared to meet at
the outset questions of the greatest philosophical and semantic
oomplexity.
0

The second difficulty is epistemologicalo Model-making in
this as in other fields is heavily dependent on data, 'facts' and
the like. Among the types
observation we are dealing with are
those of ethologists on animal behaviour and social organization.
Because ethology styles itself as an empiricist, non-subjective '
mode of inquiry, it is typically assumed that the 'facts of
animal behaviour' are unassailably 'there', whatever dispute there
may be about their relevance to human life o But it is quite easy
to show that this confidence is not always justified: as in Young's
eloquent demonstration of the intrusion of socio-political '
prejudice into biological theory (1973) or in the failure of
primatologists until very recently to notice females' participation
in primate societies in any capacity other than as mothers or as
an admiring audience to male dramaso While many would lament these
as chinks in the armour of the old paradigm, it is at, least
.a-guable that they may hint that the uncompromising empiricism of
ethology's official stance may be due for re-examination o The notion
of 'observing animals' groups together a number of mental operations
which may 'differ in the nature of the demands they make on the
observer o Comparison of Tinbergen's painstaking studies of digger
/ wasps and st icklebacks with van Lawick-Goodall 's equally, painstaking
study of chimpanzees might lead us to suppose these d~fferences to
be a linear and uninteresting outcome of the taxonomic distance of
the species in question from ourselves n That this is hot the whole

or

story, is attested by the odd case where an animal specie5, tho~~)t
apparently very different from man, seems to make a more than usually
powerful claim on the sensitive observer's human powers of understand
ing: witness Lorenz and his geese, or Michael Fox (1971) and his
wolves. The roots of such affinities might be traced in a number
of ways and it would be wrong to be dogmatic; what I am suggesting
is that benefit might result if such features of the observer's
relation to the observed were brought to the fore, rather than kept
at the unofficial periphery, of behavioural analysis. (Hence another
intrigu~ . twist: the operation wherein the human observer sets up a.
relation to the animal groups he investigates is itself an anthro
pological issue.)
.
I make no attempt ot theorise systematically here. My point is
that far-reaching changes are possible in the spistemological self
conception of at least one of the component disciplinary areas of
the biosocial synthesis; and any such changes willmfluence the
intellectual balance of the whole in ways that are at present largely
unpredictable. Therefore, despite the provocative originality of
many of the contributions to BiosocialAnthropology, this is not
the right moment for the movement to settle into a respectable
discipline orsub-disciplinc. Leave it all to brew a little longer.

Hilary Callan.
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Ethnographies of matrilineal groups who believe the substance
of children to be derived sol~ from the father are somewhat rare o
An ethnography of such a people in which no direct reference is made
to this state of affairs must be unique. Pinikindu is an attempt·
to cast ethnography in a different mould, to escape from the const
rictions imposed by traditional frameworkso It is introduced as
'an interpretative analysis of cultural symbolisations of the Mandak
people' of New Ireland, focussing particularly qn those symbols·
'through wliich the Mandak define and articulate interpersonal and
intergroup relationships' (1)0 Dru Clay tries to describe Mandak
soc~ety to us through its central cultural symbols, the shared
understanding of which constitutesthe reality of Mandak experience.
The problems she tackles are those of the definition of social unit
boundaries and the regulation of relations between themo .. Inevitably,
this involves detailed consideration of kinship and reciprocity. Dr.
Clay refuses, however, to treat matters in these terms and stead
fastly pursues a course of obfuscation in which the reader is faced
with a bewildering mass of Mandak terms, an exhaustive and exhausting
account in which no reference is made to the work or even the term
inology of other anthropologists.
The reason for this seems to lie in concern for the transmission
to the reader of an unprejudiced impression of Mandak lire. Dr. Clay
assumes that the use of anthropological terminology would work
aga~nst this o More particularly, kinship terms are rejected on the
gro~nds that genealogical terms are not a valid translation of
Man~ak categorieso
The use of such bald terms as 'cross-cousin'
or 'lineage' is studiously avoided,and Dro Clay demonstrates instead
how ideas of 'nurture' and 'substance' are linked with those of
'sharing' and 'exchanging' to define units and the relations between
them~ Her avoidance of kinship terms seems based on a confusion
about their use. She worries that 'the Mandak themselves do not
thin~ in terms of genealogical frameworks' and that 'genealogical
definitions of Mandak categories add little if anything to comp
reharision of their cultural signification'(43)0 It is evident that the
Ma...rlda,k do recognise categories of persons related to each other in
defi~able ways, that these categories can be seen to conform to
terms in general anthropological usage, and that they could usefully
be labelled as such o As Needham has remarked, 'The circumstance that
two societies can be described by the same means does not argue any
significant similarity either sociologically or semantically, between
them. Still less does it maan that the relationships in question are
genea,logical or that they are so conceived by the actorso' The
UBe qf kinship terms need not destroy the interpretation the
ethnographer seeks to provide; their abandonment plunges the reader
into an impossible dilemma, forced to use indigenous words without
a knqwledge of the language of which they are a part.
Dr. Clay's description of Mandak society is centred on a cluster
of complex mataphors in terms of which social relationships are
expressed 0 The focal symbol is that of 'nurture', which is associated
with female, sharing, sustenance and the generalised reciprocity of
the exogamous group. Female nurture is a long term process, a life
long obligation to sustain and support, in contrast to 'paternal
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substance', associated with formal exchanges and the more balanced
reciprocity existing between exogamous groupso This dichotomy is the
fundamental category division of Mandak society, it embraces all
social relations o The symbolisation of 'female nurture' as the metaphor
of clan membership is one of the more arresting notions in the book,
but it is divorced from any attempt to show what this image of
selfless provider might mean to the women themselveso Dro Clay's
work was primarily with the men; women were too busy with their
many tasks and, anyway, women were 'reticent in talking to strangers
and not as adept as men in articulating their own culture'(xv)o
There is much reiteration of the symbolic associations which
Clay feels to be central to an appreciation of the Mandak wor~do
Unfortunately the general circumvention of nearly all anthropolog~cal
concepts places burdens on both author and reader throughout the
booko So much of the text is taken up in precisely the sort of
explication which the shorthand of terminology avoidso As a result,
a sense of frustration assaults the readero We are denied access
to information which Dro Clay evidently has in her possession, as
question after question remains unansweredo New Ireland ethnography
is sparse and it is a pity that an obviously sensitive fieldworker
should have chosen to present potentially fascinating material in
such an inaccessible manner.
~o

Lynette Singero

Jean Baker Miller. Towards a New Psychology of Womeno Boston:Beacon.

1976. $ 9.95.
The latest book by Dro Miller, who is presently working at the
Tavistock Clinic in London while on leave from Boston, Masso, is
welcome for the constructive way she deals with potentially dis
piriting material, fmnding 'strengths' where others find 'weaknesses'
and offering hopeful solutions to seeming intractable problems in
the way ahead. Her approach, while novel, is in tune with some
anthropological work being attempted in England, and it is stimulating
to find distinguished scholars in other fields making valuable
analyses, informed with their different academic histories and spGoia•.
list modes of discourse, on common problems. Throughout her admirably
concise book Dr. Miller keys her theory to particular caseso She
shows sympathy for all involved in them: there are no devils in her
scenarios. She evaluates the different impact such ideas as 'service~,
'power' and 'conflict' have had on the self-perceptions of women and
men, and their interrelationships, and envisages possible new
transformations. Unlike some past writings by psychologists, which
sometimes seem to indulge in more incredible fantasies than those
they so solemnly discuss, Dr. Miller's insights show that elusive
'common sense' which is a sure sign that they approach that 'auth
enticity' which she advocates.

Shirley Ardener.
Books Received

Morris Goodman and Riahard E. Tashian ( Eds. ). Moleoular Anthropologv.
1,976. New York and !aldan: Plenum Press e
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